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Abstract. We establish the functional relations between generating series of higher order free cumu-
lants and moments in higher order free probability, solving an open problem posed �fteen years ago
by Collins, Mingo, Śniady and Speicher. We propose an extension of free probability theory, which
governs the all-order topological expansion in unitarily invariant matrix ensembles, with a corre-
sponding notion of free cumulants and give as well their relation to moments via functional relations.
Our approach is based on the study of a master transformation involving double monotone Hurwitz
numbers via semi-in�nite wedge techniques, building on the recent advances of the last-named author
with Bychkov, Dunin-Barkowski and Kazarian.
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1 Introduction
Voiculescu introduced free probability in the 1980’s in the context of operator algebras. In this

framework, the notion of independence of variables in classical probabilities is replaced by a notion
of freeness, for which free cumulants are crucial objects. The �rst order moments and free cumulants
of a random variable a are encoded in generating series:

(1) M(X) := 1 +
∑
k≥1

ϕ`[a]Xk , C(w) := 1 +
∑
k≥1

κ`[a]wk ,

which satisfy the the following functional relation
(2) C(XM(X)) = M(X) .

It is sometimes referred to as the R-transform machinery, originally given [Voi86] in a slightly
di�erent form: with theR-transformR(w) and the Stieltjes transformW (x) related to (1) byC(w) =
1+wR(w) andW (x) = x−1M(x−1). After the pioneering work of Voiculescu [Voi91], these notions
brought a better understanding of the law of large numbers for the spectra of large random matrices,
which in turn enriched the study of free probability.

Later, the study of random matrices of large size beyond the law of large numbers motivated,
in [MS06; MŚS07; CMSS07], the development of a theory of higher order freeness. Given a higher
order probability space, these works introduce higher order moments and free cumulants, the latter
being obtained from the former via a convolution product involving non-crossing partitioned per-
mutations. In the same manner as for the �rst order, one would like to relate the generating series
of moments and free cumulants of order n ≥ 2 of a variable a:

Mn(X1, . . . , Xn) :=
∑

k1,...,kn≥1

ϕn[ak1 , . . . , akn ]
n∏
i=1

Xki
i ,

Cn(w1, . . . , wn) :=
∑

k1,...,kn≥1

κk1,...,kn [a, . . . , a]
n∏
i=1

wkii .

In [CMSS07], second order freeness was studied in detail, and an explicit functional relation for
n = 2 was found. It can be rewritten in the simple form

(3) M2(X1, X2) +
X1X2

(X1 −X2)2
=

d lnw1

d lnX1

d lnw2

d lnX2

(
C2(w1, w2) +

w1w2

(w1 − w2)2

)
,

where wi = XiM(Xi), or equivalently Xi = wi/C(wi). However, due to the complicated combina-
torics of partitioned permutations, the problem of obtaining such functional relations for n ≥ 3 has
remained open until now, limiting the practical applicability of higher order freeness. The present
work remedies this by establishing in Theorem 3.9 the functional relations between generating series
of moments and free cumulants to any order n ≥ 1. They have the following structure.

Theorem 1.1. Consider the change of variables Xi = wi/C(wi). For n ≥ 3, we have:

(4) Mn(X1, . . . , Xn) =
∑

r1,...,rn≥0

∑
T∈G0,n(r+1)

~O∨ri(wi)
′∏

I∈I(T )

C#I(wI) ,

where:
• G0,n(r + 1) is the set of bicoloured trees with white vertices labeled from 1 to n having valency
r1 + 1, . . . , rn + 1, and without univalent black vertices.
• The weight ~O∨ri(wi) of the i-th white vertex is a di�erential operator acting on the variable wi.
Its expression (De�nition 3.8) involves only C(wi).
• I(T ) is the set of black vertices, identi�ed with the subset of white vertices they connect to.
•
∏′ means that any occurrence of C2(wi, wj) should be replaced with C2(wi, wj) +

wiwj
(wi−wj)2 .

• For a given monomial in the Xs, only �nitely many terms of the right-hand side contribute.
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Formula (4) stems from combinatorics, but indirectly and with a convoluted history. In the case
where the higher order probability space arises from the large size limit of an arbitrary (formal)
unitarily-invariant measure of the space of Hermitian matrices, then moments are identi�ed with
generating series of ordinary maps [BIPZ78]. Later, for the same type of measure, the �rst and third-
named authors [BGF20, Section 11.2] identi�ed the free cumulants with generating series of planar
fully simple maps. Using those identi�cations, the functional relations (2) and (3) admit combinato-
rial proofs [BGF20]. Generating series of maps of arbitrary genus g and number of boundaries n are
known to satisfy a universal recurrence on 2g−2+n, known under the name of topological recursion
[EO09b; Eyn16]. Its initial data is encoded in the plane curve of equation w = W (x) = x−1M(x−1),
called spectral curve. [BGF20] observed that (2) and (3) correspond to a transformation of the spec-
tral curve called “symplectic exchange”, which plays an important role in the theory of topological
recursion [EO09b; EO08; EO13], and then conjectured that the topological recursion for the ex-
changed spectral curve x = C(w)/w produces the generating series of fully simple maps of any
topology. The functional relation (4) for n = 3 (in the special case of maps) can be derived from this
conjecture, but the method could not be pushed to n ≥ 4. The conjecture has received two proofs
recently: using combinatorial tools in [BCGF21] by the three �rst-named authors; and for more gen-
eral models of maps, i.e. more general unitarily-invariant ensembles of random matrices, using the
Fock space formalism, in [BDBKS21a; BDBKS21b] by the �fth-named author with Bychkov, Dunin-
Barkowski and Kazarian. The latter works are part of a general approach establishing, among other
things, topological recursion for Hurwitz theory [BDBKS20].

The starting point of this article will be the master relation of the form

(5) Z(λ) = z(λ)
∑
ν`d

H<(λ, ν)Z∨(ν)

between two functions Z and Z∨ on the set of integer partitions, where H<(λ, µ) are the striclty
monotone (double) Hurwitz numbers and z(λ) is a symmetry factor (Sections 2.1 and 2.3). The
weakly monotone Hurwitz numbers, encoded in H≤(λ, ν), which are in some sense (that will be-
come explicit in Lemma 2.9) dual to the strict version, were introduced and studied in [GGPN14;
GGPN13a; GGPN13b; Nov20]. As proved in [BGF20] via Weingarten calculus and recalled in The-
orem 4.25, the master relation (5) materializes in the context of unitarily invariant ensembles of
random hermitian matrices, Z(λ) coming from moments of traces of powers and Z∨(ν) from ex-
pectation values of products of entries along cycles of a permutation. From the relation between
map enumeration and formal matrix integrals, the master relation also relates the enumeration of
(stu�ed) maps (in Z(λ)) to the enumeration of fully simple (stu�ed) maps (in Z∨(ν)). This admits
two bijective proofs and applies as well to hypermaps [BCDGF19].

We show that having the master relation (5) between two arbitrary generating series is equiva-
lent to a moment-cumulant relation where moments are expressed as an extended convolution of
the free cumulants with the zeta function on partitioned permutations (Theorem 2.13). By extended,
we mean that we do not throw away the contribution of non-planar partitioned permutations, con-
trarily to the convolution used in [CMSS07, Section 5]. Representing these arbitrary generating
series as expectation values in the Fock space, the universal relation amounts to inserting an oper-
ator creating the monotone Hurwitz numbers (Section 2.4). In Section 3, we then exploit the tools
developed in [BDBKS21a] to obtain the core functional relations stated in Theorem 3.4. The ex-
tended convolution can be truncated to keep only the planar contributions as in [CMSS07], and by
truncating accordingly we obtain the functional relations of Theorem 3.9 (or in the equivalent form
of Theorem 3.12), summarised above as (4). These functional relations can be inverted to rather
express free cumulants in terms of moments (Section 3.9).

The application of these results to higher order free probability is summarised in Sections 4.1-4.2.
Besides, this leads us to propose in Section 4.5 a natural extension of the free probability theory to
include non-planar cases, to all orders. It is based on surfaced permutations, which are essentially
partitioned permutations with genus information (Section 4.3). In this context we de�ne an extended
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convolution, a notion of surfaced moments and free cumulants related by extended convolution with
the zeta function, and the functional relations are described by Theorem 3.4 (Section 4.5). We argue
that this extension is the right one:

• We de�ne (g0, n0)-freeness of variables by vanishing of mixed cumulants up to order (g0, n0),
and this is equivalent to (g0, n0)-freeness of the algebras generated by those variables (Corol-
lary 4.23).
• The (∞,∞)-asymptotic freeness of two independent ensembles of random matrices, one of

which is unitarily invariant, is guaranteed (Section 4.6).
• We stress that, compared to previous work in free probability where an emphasis was put on

keeping only non-crossing or planar contributions, our conclusion is that the theory becomes
simpler once one extends it to keep all genera. It is in this context that we derive functional
relations, which we (only then) truncate to obtain the desired genus 0 relations (4).
• It is convenient to allow the genus to take half-integer values. Then, (1

2
, 1)-freeness retrieves

the notion of in�nitesimal freeness of [FN09] coming from [BS12], and the known functional
relations between the corresponding moments and free cumulants (Corollary 4.15).

Albeit not used in this article, the theory of the topological recursion whispered us that keeping
all genera was the natural thing to do. It also led us to import for the present purposes the Fock
space techniques recently developed to understand better the interplay between Hurwitz theory
and topological recursion. Actually, we are led to formulate Conjecture 3.13, stating that the master
relation (5) and the functional relations of Theorem 3.4 exactly describe the e�ect of symplectic
exchange in topological recursion. We hope to return to the matter soon.
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2 Convolution on partitioned permutations and Hurwitz numbers
In Section 2.1, we set up some preliminary notations in order to review partitioned permutations in

Section 2.2, in which we also introduce some new de�nitions needed for our purposes. In Section 2.3,
following [ALS16; BCDGF19], we recall notations and basic facts concerning monotone Hurwitz
numbers. This allows us to recast in Section 2.4 the extended convolution by the zeta function in
the algebra of functions on partitioned permutations, in terms of transformations of topological
partition functions using monotone Hurwitz numbers.

2.1 Integer and set partitions
Let d be a nonnegative integer. The set of permutations of [d] := {1, . . . , d} is denoted S(d). We

say that λ = (λi)
`
i=1 is a partition of d (notation λ ` d) when it is a weakly decreasing sequence

of positive integers such that
∑`

i=1 λi = d. We denote `(λ) = ` the length of the sequence. If
(k1, . . . , k`) is a sequence of positive integers, we denote λ(k) this sequence written in decreasing
order. If λ ` d, we associate to it the permutation πλ ∈ S(d):

πλ := (1 . . . λ1)(λ1 + 1 . . . λ1 + λ2) · · · (λ1 + · · ·+ λ`−1 + 1 . . . λ1 + · · ·+ λ`) .
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Conversely, if σ is a permutation, we denote λ(σ) the sequence of lengths of the cycles of σ, in
weakly decreasing order. By convention, we de�ne S(0) = {∅}, and we declare ∅ to be the (only)
partition of 0. Givenλ ` d, letCλ ⊆ S(d) be the conjugacy class of πλ, that is, the set of permutations
σ ∈ S[d] such that λ(σ) = λ, and

z(λ) =
d!

#Cλ
=

`(λ)∏
i=1

λi
∏
j≥1

mj(λ)! ,

where mj(λ) is the number of occurrences of j in the sequence λ.
For us, a partition of [d] is a set of non-empty and pairwise disjoint subsets of [d] whose union is [d].

The set P (d) of partitions of [d] is endowed with the structure of a poset. Namely, letA, B ∈ P (d),
A = {A1, . . . , Aa}, B = {B1, . . . , Bb}. The partial order relationA ≤ B holds when every blockAi
is contained in some block Bj . The trivial partition 1d := {[d]} ∈ P (d) is the maximum of P (d). If
A,B ∈ P (d), their merging is denotedA∨B ∈ P (d): it is the smallest C ∈ P (d) such thatA ≤ C and
B ≤ C. In particular, we haveA∨1d = 1d. If σ ∈ S(d), we de�ne 0σ ∈ P (d) to be the partition of [d]
whose elements are the supports of cycles in σ. For instance 0(126)(35)(4) = {{1, 2, 6}, {3, 5}, {4}}.
Note that we have A ∨ 0id = A. We also use the notation 0λ := 0πλ .

2.2 Partitioned permutations
De�nition 2.1. A partitioned permutation of d elements is a pair (A, α), where A ∈ P (d) and
α ∈ S(d), such that 0α ≤ A. Let PS(d) be the set of partitioned permutations of d elements and
PS =

⋃
d≥0 PS(d).

We de�ne the colength of A ∈ P (d) and of α ∈ S(d) as

|A| := d−#A and |α| := d−#0α ,

where #A and #0α are the number of blocks ofA and the number of cycles ofα, respectively. Then,
|α| is the minimal number of transpositions in a factorisation of α. The colength of a partitioned
permutation (A, α) ∈ PS(d) is de�ned as:

|(A, α)| := 2|A| − |α| .

It is a nonnegative integer, as the property 0α ≤ A implies #0α ≥ #A. Note the special case:

(6) |(0α, α)| = |α| ,

and the additivity:

(7) |(A, α)| =
∑
A∈A

|(1#A, α|A)| ,

where we have made a choice of bijections [#A] → A to consider (1#A, α|A) ∈ PS(#A), but its
colength appearing on the right-hand side of (7) is independent of these choices.

We recall the de�nitions of the product of partitioned permutations and the associated convolu-
tion, and introduce their extended version which is relevant for us. Hereafter R denotes a commu-
tative ring.

De�nition 2.2. Let (A, α), (B, β), (C, γ) ∈ PS(d) and f1, f2 : PS(d)→ R two functions.
• The multiplication1 · and the extended multiplication � of partitioned permutations are:

(A, α) · (B, β) :=

{
(A ∨ B, α ◦ β) if |(A, α)|+ |(B, β)| = |(A ∨ B, α ◦ β)| ,
0 otherwise .

(A, α)� (B, β) := (A ∨ B, α ◦ β) .

1Strictly speaking, · is a multiplication on PS(d) ∪ {0}, with 0 declared to be an absorbing element.
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• The convolution product and the extended convolution of two functions are:

(f1 ∗ f2)(C, γ) :=
∑

(A,α)·(B,β)=(C,γ)

f1(A, α) f2(B, β) ,

(f1 ~ f2)(C, γ) :=
∑

(A,α)�(B,β)=(C,γ)

f1(A, α) f2(B, β) .
(8)

It is easy to see that these products are associative, but for d > 1 they are not commutative.
Elementary combinatorics — see e.g. [CMSS07, Lemma 4.7] — show that
(9) |(A ∨ B, α ◦ β)| ≤ |(A, α)|+ |(B, β)| .

De�nition 2.3. The following functions on PS(d) will play an important role.
• The delta function is:

δ(A, α) =

{
1 if A = 0id and α = id ,

0 otherwise .
• The zeta function is:

ζ(A, α) :=

{
1 if A = 0α ,

0 otherwise .
The extended zeta function is ζ~(A, α) := ~|α|ζ(A, α) and takes values in R[[~]].
• The Möbius function µ : PS(d) → R and the extended Möbius function µ~ : PS(d) → R[[~]]

are uniquely determined by
µ ∗ ζ = ζ ∗ µ = δ ,

µ~ ~ ζ~ = ζ~ ~ µ~ = δ .

Lemma 2.4. The Möbius functions µ and µ~ exist.

Proof. The existence of µ is known from [CMSS07]. For the existence of µ~, we view functions
PS → R[[~]] (and their ~ convolution) as elements of the group ring R[[~]](PS(d)) (with product
induced by�). In particular, ζ~ can be viewed as

∑
α∈S(d) ~|α| (0α, α). It is of the form (0id, id)+O(~)

since the only permutation with zero colength is the identity, and (0id, id) is the unit for � thus
invertible. Therefore, ζ~ is invertible, and its inverse de�nes µ~. �

De�nition 2.5. A function f : PS → R is multiplicative if for any d ∈ Z≥0 and σ ∈ S(d), f(1d, σ)
depends only on the conjugacy class of σ, and for any (A, α) ∈ PS:

f(A, α) =
∏
A∈A

f(1#A, α|A) .

Here α|A is the pre-composition of the restriction of α to A with some bijection [#A] → A, the
result being independent of the choice of that bijection due to the �rst property.

The convolution of two functions f1, f2 : PS → R is de�ned by requiring that (f1 ∗ f2)|PS(d) =
f1|PS(d) ∗f2|PS(d) for all d ∈ Z≥0, and likewise for~. Then, multiplicative functions are stable under
convolution (resp. extended convolution), and the zeta function, the extended zeta function and their
corresponding Möbius functions are multiplicative. Besides, the convolution of two multiplicative
functions is commutative:

Lemma 2.6. If f1, f2 : PS → R are two multiplicative functions, then

f1 ∗ f2 = f2 ∗ f1 , and f1 ~ f2 = f2 ~ f1 .

Proof. Let (A, α), (B, β), (C, γ) ∈ PS such that (A, α) � (B, β) = (C, γ). Then C = A ∨ B and
α ◦ β = γ. This can also be written C = B ∨ A and β−1 ◦ α−1 = γ−1. The support of cycles of a
permutation and its inverse are the same: 0α = 0α−1 , etc. Therefore (A, α−1), (B, β−1), (C, γ−1) are
still partitioned permutations and (B, β−1)� (A, α−1) = (C, γ−1). Since α and α−1 are conjugated,
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a multiplicative function takes the same values on (A, α) and on (A, α−1). Then, relabelling (A, α)
into (B, β−1) and (B, β) into (A, α−1) in the de�nition (8) of the extended convolution shows that
f ~ g = g ~ f . The same reasoning works for ∗ as (C, γ) and (C, γ−1) have the same colength. �

We give the following property for later use.

Lemma 2.7. Let φ1,~, φ2,~ : PS → R[[~]] be two multiplicative functions such that

∀(A, α) ∈ PS, φi,~(A, α) = ~|(A,α)|φi(A, α) + o(~(|A,α)|) , i = 1, 2 ,

where φi : PS → R. The relation φ1,~ = ζ~ ~ φ2,~ implies φ1 = ζ ∗ φ2.

Proof. Let us evaluate φ1,~ = ζ~ ~ φ2,~ at (A, α) ∈ PS(d). In the left-hand side the leading term
with respect to ~ is ~|(C,γ)|φ1(C, γ), by de�nition. Due to the de�nition of ζ~, only the factorisations
of the type (0α, α) � (B, β) = (C, γ) contribute to the right-hand side, and the leading term with
respect to ~ is ~|α|+|(B,β)|ζ(0α, α)φ2(B, β). Recalling (6) we have |(0α, α)| = |α|, and together with
the subadditivity of colength for the extended product (9), it shows that |(C, γ)| ≤ |α| + |(B, β)|,
with equality if and only if (0α, α) · (B, β) = (C, γ). Therefore:

φ1(C, γ) =
∑

(0α,α)·(B,β)=(C,γ)

φ2(B, β) = (ζ ∗ φ2)(C, γ) .

�

2.3 Monotone Hurwitz numbers
Let r be a nonnegative integer. A sequence τ1, . . . , τr of transpositions in S(d) is called strictly

monotone (resp. weakly monotone) if τi = (ai bi) with ai < bi and the sequence (bi)
r
i=1 is strictly

(resp. weakly) increasing.

De�nition 2.8. Let λ, ν ` d. The strictly monotone Hurwitz number H<
r (λ, ν) is 1

d!
times the number

of tuples (α, τ1, . . . , τr, β) of permutations in S(d) such that:
• α ∈ Cλ and β ∈ Cν ;
• τ1, . . . , τr is a strictly monotone sequence of transpositions;
• α ◦ τ1 ◦ · · · ◦ τr ◦ β = id.

The weakly monotone Hurwitz number H≤r (λ, ν) is de�ned analogously2. Summing over all the
possible numbers of transpositions, we introduce the generating series

H<(λ, ν) =
d−1∑
r=0

~rH<
r (λ, ν) ∈ Q[~] ,

H≤(λ, ν) =
∑
r≥0

(−~)rH≤r (λ, ν) ∈ Q[[~]] .

(10)

We recall a classical result, including a proof to be self-contained.

Lemma 2.9. For any d ∈ Z≥0 and λ, ν ` d, we have:∑
ρ`d

z(λ)H<(λ, ρ) · z(ρ)H≤(ρ, ν) = δλ,ν ,∑
ρ`d

z(λ)H≤(λ, ρ) · z(ρ)H<(ρ, ν) = δλ,ν .

2Weakly monotone Hurwitz numbers were �rst introduced and studied in a series of papers by Goulden, Guay-Paquet
and Novak [GGPN14; GGPN13a; GGPN13b] as coe�cients in the largeN asymptotic expansion of the Harish-Chandra–
Itzykson–Zuber (HCIZ) matrix integral over the unitary group U(N).
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Proof. This relation appears when we present monotone Hurwitz numbers using the Jucys–Murphy
elements. These are the elements of the group algebra QS(d) de�ned by Jk =

∑k−1
i=1 (i k). They

have the property [Juc74; Mur81] that symmetric polynomials in the (Jk)
d
k=2 belong to the center of

QS(d). In particular, we can use them in the r-th elementary symmetric and complete symmetric
polynomials:

er(x2, . . . , xd) :=
∑

2≤k1<...<kr≤d

xk1 · · ·xkr , hr(x2, . . . , xd) :=
∑

2≤k1≤···≤kr≤d

xk1 · · ·xkr .

By construction,

H<
r (λ, ν) =

1

d!
· [id] CλCν er(J2, . . . , Jd) , H≤r (λ, ν) =

1

d!
· [id] CλCν hr(J2, . . . , Jd) ,

where the operation [id] stands for the extraction of the coe�cient of id in the group algebra, and
Cλ is here used to denote the element of the group algebra

∑
σ∈Cλ σ. For the generating series (10)

over r, this gives:

H<(λ, ν) =
1

d!
· [id] CλCν

d∏
k=2

(1 + ~Jk) ,

H≤(λ, ν) =
1

d!
· [id] CλCν

1∏d
k=2(1 + ~Jk)

.

(11)

In general, if B is in the center of QS(d), we have
1

d!
· [id] CλCνB = [Cλ]

CνB

z(λ)
= [Cµ]

CλB

z(µ)
,

where we recall z(λ) = d!
#Cλ

. We use this relation to compute for any λ, ν ` d:

δλ,ν =
z(λ)

d!
· [id] CλCν =

z(λ)

d!
· [id] Cλ

d∏
k=2

(1 + ~Jk) · Cν
1∏d

k=2(1 + ~Jk)

=
z(λ)

d!
· [id]

( ∑
ρ,ρ′`d

H<(λ, ρ) z(ρ)Cρ ·H≤(ρ′, ν)z(ρ′)Cρ′

)
=
∑
ρ`d

z(λ)H<(λ, ρ) · z(ρ)H≤(ρ, ν) .

The second relation is proved similarly. �

An alternative description of strictly monotone Hurwitz numbers will later come handy.

De�nition 2.10 (See e.g. [ALS16]). Given λ, ν ` d, the free single Hurwitz number H |r(λ, µ) is 1
d!

times the number of triples (α, ψ, β) of permutations of [d] such that
• α ∈ Cλ and β ∈ Cν ;
• ψ ∈ S(d) has colength r;
• α ◦ ψ ◦ β = id.

In other words, in the group algebra we have

(12) H |r(λ, ν) =
1

d!
· [id] CλCν

∑
ρ` d

`(ρ)=d−r

Cρ .

The free single Hurwitz number is directly related to the weighted count Dr(λ, ν) of (possibly
disconnected) dessins d’enfants having r more edges than there are vertices, namely Dr(λ, ν) =

z(λ)H
|
r(λ, ν), see [BCDGF19, De�nition 2.4]. We also recall that dessins d’enfants is another name

for bipartite maps (again, up to symmetry considerations which in this case amount to factors of 2
in the weighted count). The Harnad–Orlov correspondence [HO15] (see also [ALS16, Proposition
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4.4]), or the more elementary observation that every permutation can be uniquely expressed as the
product of transpositions along a strictly monotone sequence — see e.g. [BCDGF19, Lemma 2.5] —
yield the following equality.

Lemma 2.11. We have H<
r (λ, ν) = H

|
r(λ, ν).

2.4 Fock space preliminary
We introduce the bosonic Fock space, i.e. the ring of formal series in countably many variables

FR := lim←−
d∈Z≥0

R[[p1, . . . , pd]] , FR,~ := FR ⊗Q((~)) .

We also introduce the vector |〉 := 1 ∈ FR and the linear form 〈| : FR → R((~)).
As R((~))-module, FR admits the Schur basis sλ, indexed by λ ` d and d ∈ Z≥0. We say that

(i, j) ∈ Z2
>0 belongs to λ when i ≤ `(λ) and j ≤ λi, and consider the linear operator characterised

by

(13) D sλ =
∏

(i,j)∈λ

(1 + ~(j − i)) sλ .

Note that D has a logarithm, and lnD|〉 = 0 as well as 〈| lnD = 0. An explicit formula for D is
provided in [ALS16, Section 5]. In fact, FR can be identi�ed (as a vector space) to the direct sum
over d ∈ Z≥0 of the center of the group algebra of S(d) over R, and the restriction of D to the
d-th part is identi�ed with the multiplication by

∏d
k=2(1 + ~Jk), where Jk are the Jucys–Murphy

elements already met in the proof of Lemma 2.9.

2.5 Topological partition functions
Let F0

R,~ be the kernel of the ring homomorphism FR → R((~)) sending all pis to 0. Clearly, if
F ∈ F0

R,~, then eF ∈ FR,~ is well-de�ned. If λ ` d, we de�ne pλ = pλ1 · · · pλ` . If σ is a permutation
we also denote pσ := pλ(σ). Finally, given F ∈ FR,~, we denote [pσ] F for the coe�cient of pσ in F .

De�nition 2.12. A topological partition function is an element of FR,~ of the form Z = eF , where
F =

∑
g∈Z≥0

~2g−2Fg and Fg ∈ FR.

Given a topological partition function Z = eF , a multiplicative function ΦZ,~ : PS → R[[~]] can
be constructed by setting, for (A, α) ∈ PS(d):

ΦZ,~(A, α) := ~d+`(α)
∏
A∈A

[pα|A ] F = ~|(A,α)|
∑

g : A→Z≥0

~2
∑
A∈A g(A)

∏
A∈A

[pα|A ] Fg(A)

:= ~|(A,α)|
∑

g : A→Z≥0

~2g Φ
[g]
Z (A, α) .

(14)

Given λ ` d, we use the notation Z(λ) = ~d+`(λ) · [pλ] Z for the coe�cients of Z . The multiplica-
tive function completely determines the partition function, via the relation

(15) Z(λ) =
∑
A∈P (d)
0λ≤A

ΦZ,~(A, πλ) .

Note that Z(∅) = 1.
Theorem 2.13. Consider two topological partition functions Z1, Z2 and d ∈ Z>0. The following four
properties are equivalent:

(i) Z1(λ) = z(λ)
∑

ν`dH
<(λ, ν)Z2(ν) holds for any λ ` d;

(ii) ΦZ1,~ = ζ~ ~ ΦZ2,~ holds between functions on PS(d);
(iii) Z2(ν) = z(ν)

∑
λ`dH

≤(ν, λ)Z1(λ) holds for any ν ` d;
(iv) ΦZ2,~ = µ~ ~ ΦZ1,~ holds between functions on PS(d).

Besides, the property Z1 = DZ2 is equivalent to any of these conditions simultaneously for all d > 0.
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Corollary 2.14. Let d > 0. If one of the four conditions above holds, then the relations Φ
[0]
Z1

= ζ ∗Φ
[0]
Z2

and Φ
[0]
Z2

= µ ∗ Φ
[0]
Z1

between functions on PS(d) hold.

Remark 2.15. Due to Lemma 2.6, condition (ii) is also equivalent to ΦZ1,~ = ΦZ2,~ ~ ζ~, etc.

Proof of Theorem 2.13. We �rst prove that (ii) implies (i). Let λ ` d be a partition of d. We start
from the equality ΦZ1,~ = ζ~ ~ ΦZ2,~, which, by Equation (15), is equivalent to:

Z1(λ) =
∑
C∈P (d)
0λ≤C

(ζ~ ~ ΦZ2,~)(C, πλ)

=
∑
C∈P (d)
0λ≤C

∑
(0α,α)�(B,β)=(C,πλ)

~|α|ΦZ2,~(B, β)

=
∑

α,β∈S(d)
α◦β=πλ

∑
B∈P (d)
0β≤B

~|α|ΦZ2,~(B, β)

=
∑
ν`d

∑
α∈S(d)

~|α|
∑
β∈Cν
α◦β=πλ

( ∑
B∈P (d)
0β≤B

ΦZ2,~(B, β)

)
,

where we clustered the sum by the conjugacy classCν to which β = α−1◦πλ belongs. By multiplica-
tivity of ΦZ2,~, the sum inside the brackets only depends on the cycle structure of β. In particular,
substituting β with πν does not change the sum, and by comparing with (15) we recognise the value
of Z2(ν). This yields:

Z1(λ) =
∑
ν`d

∑
α∈S(d)

~|α|
∑
β∈Cν
α◦β=πλ

Z2(ν) =
∑
ν`d

Z2(ν)

( ∑
α∈S(d),β∈Cν
α◦β=πλ

~|α|
)
.

The last constraint can be written π−1
λ ◦α◦β = id. By comparison with De�nition 2.10, we recognise

the free single Hurwitz numbers:

Z1(λ) = z(λ)
∑
ν`d

Z2(ν)

( d−1∑
r=0

~rH |r(λ, ν)

)
.

Here, r is the colength of α, and the factor z(λ) = d!
#Cλ

is explained as follows. The numerator
compensates the 1

d!
in the de�nition of Hurwitz numbers. The denominator comes from the fact

that in the de�nition of free single Hurwitz numbers, we let the leftmost permutation to be any
element of the conjugacy class Cλ, so we overcount by a factor of #Cλ. Thanks to Lemma 2.11 and
by comparison with the de�nition of the generating series of strictly monotone Hurwitz numbers
in (10), we get:

(i) : Z1(λ) = z(λ)
∑
ν`d

H>(λ, ν)Z2(ν) .

As all steps are equivalences, this proves (i)⇔ (ii).
Extended convolution from the left by the Möbius function µ~ proves (ii) ⇒ (iv). The same

operation with the zeta function ζ~ proves the converse direction. The implication (i) ⇒ (iii)
is obtained by multiplying (i) by z(ν)H≤(ν, λ), summing over λ ` d and using the �rst line of
Lemma 2.9, while the converse direction is obtained likewise using the second line of Lemma 2.9.
This �nishes the proof of all equivalences between (i), (ii), (iii), (iv). The equivalence between (i)
for all d > 0, and Z1 = DZ2, is a well-known correspondence, see e.g. [BDBKS21b, Lemma 3.1]. �

Proof of Corollary 2.14. In light of Lemma 2.7 and the properties of the Möbius function for ∗, this is
a direct consequence of the theorem we just proved. �
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3 The functional relations

3.1 n-point functions
The bosonic Fock space FR (and so FR,~) is acted upon by the Heisenberg operators

Jk =


k∂pk if k > 0 ,

0 if k = 0 ,

p−k if k < 0 .

We collect them in generating series

J(X) =
∑
k>0

XkJk , J̃(X) =
∑
k∈Z

XkJk .

A topological partition function Z = eF ∈ FR,~ as in De�nition 2.12 can be decomposed as

(16) F =
∑
n≥1
g≥0

~2g−2

n!

∑
k1,...,kn>0

Fg;k1,...,kn

n∏
i=1

pki
ki

=
∑
d≥1
g≥0

~2g−2
∑
λ`d

Fg;λ1,...,λ`
pλ
z(λ)

,

with coe�cients Fg;k1,...,kn ∈ R that are symmetric under permutation of the kis. The operator

F =
∑
n≥1
g≥0

~2g−2

n!

∑
k1,...,kn>0

Fg;k1,...,kn

n∏
i=1

J−ki
ki

is such that Z = eF|〉. For every n ∈ Z>0, we de�ne the n-point functions Gn and their shifted
version G̃n:

Gn(X1, . . . , Xn) = ~−1δn,1 + ~n
〈∣∣∣ n∏

i=1

J(Xi) · eF
∣∣∣〉◦ ,

G̃n(X1, . . . , Xn) = ~−1δn,1 + ~n
〈∣∣∣ n∏

i=1

J̃(Xi) · eF
∣∣∣〉◦ .(17)

Here, 〈| · · · |〉◦ refers to the connected expectation value, de�ned for any tuple of linear operators
(Ai)

n
i=1 by

〈|A1 · · ·An · eF|〉◦ := ∂t1=0 · · · ∂tn=0 ln
(
〈|et1A1 · · · etnAn eF|〉

)
.

Equivalently, we have the inclusion-exclusion formulas:

〈|A1 · · ·An eF|〉 =
∑
I∈P(n)

∏
I∈I

〈∣∣∣∏
i∈I

Ai · eF
∣∣∣〉◦ ,

〈|A1 · · ·An · eF|〉◦ =
∑
I∈P(n)

(−1)#I−1 (#I − 1)!
∏
I∈I

〈∣∣∣∏
i∈I

Ai e
F
∣∣∣〉 .

In concrete terms, we have
Gn(X1, . . . , Xn) = ~−1δn,1 +

∑
g≥0

∑
k1,...,kn>0

~2g−2+n Fg;k1,...,knX
k1
1 · · ·Xkn

n ,

G̃n(X1, . . . , Xn) = Gn(X1, . . . , Xn) + δn,2
X1X2

(X1 −X2)2
.

(18)

The second equation can be obtained by elementary manipulations with the Heisenberg commuta-
tion relations, see [BDBKS21a, Proposition 4.1]. Collecting the coe�cients of powers of ~, we obtain
a decomposition

(19) Gn =
∑
g≥0

~2g−2+nGg,n = ~n−2G0,n + o(~n−2) ,
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and likewise for G̃.

Remark 3.1. Note that Gn for all n and G̃n for n 6= 2 are honest formal power series in X1, . . . , Xn,
while G̃2 should be considered as a formal series when Xi → 0 in the sector |X1| < |X2| < · · · <
|Xn|, i.e. an element of R((~))[X1; . . . ;Xn] := R((~))[[X1]]((X2)) · · · ((Xn)).

To a multiplicative function φ~ : PS → R[[~]] such that

∀(A, α) ∈ PS, φ~(A, α) ∈ ~|(A,α)|R[[~2]] ,

we can associate a topological partition function Z by comparison with (14)-(16), and thus a collec-
tion of n-point functions (18). Their coe�cients are given for any λ ` d of length n by the formula

Fg;λ1,...,λn = z(λ) · [~2g−2+n] φ~(1λ1+···+λn , πλ) .

In particular, given a multiplicative function φ : PS → R, we can put ourselves in the previous
situation by multiplying it by ~colength, and thus associate to it n-point functions (18), in which the
g > 0 sector is zero and:

F0;λ1,...,λn = z(λ)φ(1λ1+···+λn , πλ) .

3.2 Main formulas
Topological partition functions, multiplicative functions and collections of n-point functions are

di�erent ways to encode the same information. In Theorem 2.13 we have given equivalent forms,
in terms of multiplicative functions, of the relation Z = DZ∨ between two topological partition
functions Z and Z∨. Our aim is now to translate this relation into functional relations between
their respective n-point functionsGn andG∨n . The result is expressed as weighted sums over graphs
and the formal power series:

(20) ς(w) =
sinh(w/2)

w/2
= 1 +

w2

24
+O(w4) .

De�nition 3.2 (Graphs). If n > 0, we let Gn be the set of connected bicoloured graphs such that
• the white vertices are labelled from 1 to n;
• edges only connect vertices of di�erent colour;
• black vertices have valency ≥ 2;

The three conditions imply that the set of graphs in Gn is in�nite, but it is �nite if we �x their �rst
Betti number. Black vertices are characterised by multisets3 I in [n] — also called hyperedges —
recording the white vertices they connect to. The last condition implies #I ≥ 2. If Γ ∈ Gn, we
denote I(Γ) its set of hyperedges and Aut(Γ) the automorphism group, consisting of permutations
of the edges respecting the structure of Γ and the labelling of white vertices.

De�nition 3.3 (Weights). Let (wi)
n
i=1 be an n-tuple of variables, and if I is a multiset in [n], denote

wI = (wi)i∈I the corresponding collection of variables with multiplicity.
• To a hyperedge I of [n] that is not of the form I = {j, j}, we assign the weight

c∨(uI , wI) =
(∏
i∈I

~ui ς(~uiwi∂wi)
)
G̃∨#I(wI) .

These are series depending on variables (ui, wi)i∈I , and following Remark 3.1 they are only
considered in the sector |wi| < |wj| for i < j.
• For a hyperedge of the form I = {j, j}, the above expression would be ill-de�ned due to the

double pole in the shifted 2-point function (18). We rather assign the weight:

c∨(uI , wI) =
(
~uj ς(~ujwj∂wj)

)2
G∨2 (wj, wj) .

3A multiset I in [n] is a function fI : [n]→ Z≥0. We say that i is an element of I when fI(i) > 0, but elements may
have multiplicity fI(i) greater than 1. The cardinality is de�ned to take into account the multiplicity: #I =

∑
i∈I f(i).
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• To the i-th white vertex, we attach the operator weight
~O∨(wi) =

∑
m≥0

(
P∨(wi)wi∂wi

)m
P∨(wi)

· [vmi ]
∑
r≥0

(
∂y +

vi
y

)r
exp

(
vi
ς(~vi∂y)
ς(~∂y)

ln y − vi ln y
)∣∣∣

y=G∨0,1(wi)

· [uri ]
exp

(
~uiς(~uiwi∂wi)(G∨1 (wi)− ~−1)− ui(G∨0,1(wi)− 1)

)
~ui ς(~ui)

,

(21)

where P∨(wi) is a power series speci�ed later. As y = G∨0,1(wi) = 1 + O(wi), ln y is a
well-de�ned power series in wi. The −~−1 and −1 in the last line cancel the conventional
constant added in the de�nition of the 1-point function (18). This operator acts from the left
on series depending on the variables ui, wi and gives as output a series in wi.

Theorem 3.4. Let Z,Z∨ be two topological partition functions and Gn, G
∨
n their respective n-point

functions. Suppose that Z = DZ∨. Then, under the substitution

Xi =
wi

G∨0,1(wi)
, P∨(wi) =

d lnwi
d lnXi

,

we have
G0,1(X1) = G∨0,1(w1) ,

G0,2(X1, X2) = P∨(w1)P∨(w2)

(
G∨0,2(w1, w2) +

w1w2

(w1 − w2)2

)
− X1X2

(X1 −X2)2
,

(22)

for 2g − 2 + n > 0:

(23) Gg,n(X1, . . . , Xn) = δn,1∆∨g (X1) + [~2g−2+n]
∑
Γ∈Gn

1

#Aut(Γ)

n∏
i=1

~O∨(wi)
∏

I∈I(Γ)

c∨(uI , wI) .

The correction term appearing for n = 1 is:

∆∨g (X) = [~2g]
∑
m≥0

(
P∨(w)w∂w

)m
[vm+1] exp

(
v
ς(~v∂y)
ς(~∂y)

ln y − v ln y

)∣∣∣
y=G∨0,1(w)

· P∨(w)w∂wG
∨
0,1(w) .

(24)

Remark 3.5. Equation (23) remains valid for (g, n) = (0, 2) provided the left-hand side is replaced
with G̃0,2(X1, X2). This recovers the second equation in (22).

Remark 3.6. Equation (23) remains also valid for (g, n) = (0, 1) provided we extend the summation
overm tom ≥ −1 in the de�nition of ∆∨0 (X1) and identify

(
P∨(w1)w1∂w1

)−1
P∨(w1)w1∂w1G

∨
0,1(w1)

withG∨0,1(w1). This is the only contribution (the sum over graphs does not contribute as it does yield
an ~−1). This recovers the �rst equation in (22).

This theorem is a special case of [BDBKS21b, Theorem 4.14 and Remark 4.15], or more precisely,
this theorem is a special case of the statement made in the �rst line of the proof of [BDBKS21b,
Theorem 4.14]. For completeness, and since this theorem is of crucial importance for us, we shall
give its full proof in Section 3.6.

There are several simpli�cations in the genus 0 sector. We are going to present the result in terms
of multiplicative functions.

De�nition 3.7. If r = (r1, . . . , rn) ∈ Zn≥0, let G0,n(r + 1) be the subset of Gn consisting of trees in
which the i-th vertex has valency ri + 1.

Note that such trees do not have non-trivial automorphisms. Observe as well that for �xed n, the
set G0,n(r + 1) is non-empty only for �nitely many n-tuples r.
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De�nition 3.8. Let us introduce the r-th piece of the genus 0 version of the operator weight of
De�nition 3.3:

~O∨r (w) =
∑
m≥0

(P∨(w)w∂w)mP∨(w) · [vm]
(
∂y +

v

y

)r
· 1
∣∣∣
y=G∨0,1(w)

.

This is an operator acting from the left on series in the variable w.

Theorem 3.9. Let φ, φ∨ : PS → R be multiplicative functions andG0,n, G
∨
0,n their respective n-point

functions. Suppose that φ = ζ ∗ φ∨. Then, under the substitution

Xi =
wi

G∨0,1(wi)
, P∨(wi) =

d lnwi
d lnXi

,

we have (22) for n = 1, 2, and for any n ≥ 3:

G0,n(X1, . . . , Xn) =
∑

r1,...,rn≥0

n∏
i=1

~O∨ri(wi)
∑

T∈G0,n(r+1)

′∏
I∈I(T )

G∨0,#I(wI) .

where
∏′ means that one should replace each occurrence of G∨0,2(wi, wj) for i 6= j with G̃∨0,2(wi, wj).

This will be proved in Section 3.7.

Remark 3.10. The formula for (g, n) = (0, 1) corresponds to the Voiculescu R-transform and was
derived from the combinatorics of non-crossing partitions in [Spe94]. For (g, n) = (0, 2) it was
derived from the combinatorics of non-crossing partitions in [CMSS07], and obtained di�erently
from the combinatorics of fully simple maps in [BGF20; BCDGF19]. Their generalisation for g = 0
and n ≥ 3 was an open problem from [CMSS07], to which Theorem 3.9 answers. Its application to
free probability will be discussed in Section 4.

We can present the relation in terms of the coe�cients of the n-point functions. Although we
state it only in genus 0, the interested reader can easily derive the formula in higher genus from
Theorem 3.4 or the more convenient preliminary form Lemma 3.15 appearing later in the text.

De�nition 3.11. Let Tn be the set of trees T obtained by connecting to a T ′ ∈ G0,n �nitely many
univalent black vertices. The di�erence with G0,n is therefore that we allow hyperedges I with
#I = 1. This makes the set Tn in�nite. We denote Tn(r + 1) ⊂ Tn the subset of trees in which
the i-th white vertex has valency ri + 1. Note that if `i(T ) is the number of univalent black vertices
incident to the i-th white vertex, we have #Aut(T ) =

∏n
i=1 `i(T )!.

Theorem3.12. Let φ, φ∨ : PS → R bemultiplicative functions andG0,n, G
∨
0,n their respective n-point

functions. Suppose that φ = ζ ∗ φ∨. For any k1, . . . , kn > 0, we have for n ≥ 3:

F0;k1,...,kn =
[ n∏
i=1

wkii

] ∑
0≤ri≤ki
i∈[n]

n∏
i=1

ki!

(ki − ri)!
∑

T∈Tn(r+1)

∏′′
I∈I(T ) G

∨
0,#I(wI)

#Aut(T )
,

where
∏′′ means that one should replace each occurrence of G∨0,1(wj) with G∨0,1(wj) − 1, and each

occurrence4 of G∨0,2(wi, wj) with G̃∨0,2(wi, wj).

This will be proved in Section 3.8.
The dual statements of these three results, i.e. the relations giving G∨n in terms of Gn, have a

similar structure and will be given in Section 3.9. Before turning to the proof, we explain how to use
the formulas in practice.

4Trees do not have hyperedges of the type {i, i}, so if 2-point functions occur it is only in their shifted version.
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3.3 Reformulation
It is sometimes more convenient (see [BGF20]) to use a di�erent convention for the de�nition of

the n-point functions, namely for (g, n) = (0, 1) we de�ne

X0,1(w) = w−1G∨0,1(w)

and for (g, n) 6= (0, 1) we introduce the di�erential forms

ωg,n(x1, . . . , xn) =
n∏
i=1

dxi
xi

Gg,n(x−1
1 , . . . , x−1

n ) =
∑

k1,...,kn>0

Fg;k1,...,kn

n∏
i=1

dxi

xki+1
i

,

ω∨g,n(w1, . . . , wn) =
n∏
i=1

dwi
wi

G∨g,n(w1, . . . , wn) =
∑

k1,...,kn>0

F∨g;k1,...,kn

n∏
i=1

wki−1
i dwi ,

(25)

and their shifted version for (g, n) = (0, 2):

ω̃0,2(x1, x2) = ω0,2(x1, x2) +
dx1dx2

(x1 − x2)2
, ω̃∨0,2(w1, w2) = ω∨0,2(w1, w2) +

dw1dw2

(w1 − w2)2
.

Let us present the equivalent form it gives to Theorem 3.9. The substitution rule is

(26) wi = W0,1(xi) ⇐⇒ xi = X0,1(wi) .

In other words, the relation between the 1-point functions in genus 0 becomes the functional inverse.
For (g, n) = (0, 2), (22) becomes:

ω̃0,2(x1, x2) = ω̃∨0,2(w1, w2) .

The alternative convention makes these relations particularly simple to remember. For n ≥ 3, using
the variable x = X−1, the operator of De�nition 3.8 becomes:

~O∨r (w) =
∑
m≥0

(−x∂x)m
−xdw

wdx
· [vm]

(
∂y +

v

y

)r
· 1
∣∣∣
y=xw

,

and we get

ω0,n(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑

r1,...,rn≥0

n∏
i=1

dxi
xi

~O∨ri(wi)
( wi

dwi

)ri+1 ∑
T∈G0,n(r+1)

′∏
I∈I(T )

ω∨0,#I(wI) ,

where
∏′means that any occurrence of ω∨0,2(wi, wj) with i 6= j should be replaced with ω̃∨0,2(wi, wj).

3.4 Examples
For (g, n) = (0, 3), there are exactly 4 trees in G0,3 (Figure 1), and we get from Theorem 3.9:

G0,3(x1, x2, x3)

=
( 3∏
a=1

P∨(wa)
)[
G∨0,3(w1, w2, w3) +

3∑
i=1

wi
G∨0,1(wi)x′(wi)

∂wi

(∏
j 6=i
(
G∨0,2(wi, wj) +

wiwj
(wi−wj)2

)
G∨0,1(wi)x′(wi)

)]
.

In terms of the di�erential forms, the form is also slightly simpler to remember:

(27) ω0,3(x1, x2, x3) = −ω∨0,3(w1, w2, w3)−
3∑
i=1

dwi

(∏
j 6=i ω̃

∨
0,2(wi, wj)

dxi dwi

)
.

For (g, n) = (1, 1), we need to extract the coe�cient of ~1 in the formula of Theorem 3.4. Recall
that the leading order was ~−1, so this contribution may come from one of the three following
possibilities:
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1

2 3

1 1 1

2 2 23 3 3

Figure 1. The trees in G0,3

• The vertex without hyperedges. Its weight is the coe�cient of ~1 in (21). If we pick the
leading order ς(z) = 1+O(z2) everywhere, we can get a contribution by picking oneG∨1,1(w)
in the last line. This comes without powers of u, so selects r = 0; as ς was replaced by 1,
the exponential in the second line of (21) is 1, thus forcing m = 0. Another contribution
comes from picking the second term z2

24
from one occurrence of ς(z) and replacing the other

occurrences of ς by 1. If we pick this second term in ς from the denominator of the third
line of (21), we will get a linear term in u, thus selecting r = 1, while in the second line the
exponential will be 1, thus selecting m = 1. If we rather pick it from the exponential in the
third line, we get u2, thus selecting r = 2, while in the second line the exponential will be 1,
and as (∂y + v/y)2 · 1 = (v2 − v)/y, we get contributions from m = 1 and m = 2.
• The graph consisting of one white vertex connected in two ways to a black vertex (which ad-

mits 2 automorphisms), with ς always replaced by 1. In this case, we get ~O∨r (w)u2G∨0,2(w,w),
which selects r = 1 and subsequently m = 1.
• The correction term ∆∨1 (X1) given by (24). We must select one term z2

24
in ς(z) either from

the numerator or the denominator in the exponential, hence get contributions from m = 0
and m = 2.

This results in:

G1,1(X) = P∨(w)G∨1,1(w)− 1

24
P∨(w)w∂w

(
P∨(w)

G∨0,1(w)

)
+

1

24
P∨(w)w∂w(P∨(w)w∂w − 1)

(
P∨(w)

(G∨0,1(w))2
(w∂w)2G∨0,1(w)

)
+

1

2
P∨(w)w∂w

(
P∨(w)

G∨0,1(w)
G∨0,2(w,w)

)
− 1

24

(
(P∨(w)w∂w)2 − 1

)P∨(w)w∂wG
∨
0,1(w)

(G∨0,1(w))2
.

After a tedious algebra, we observe many simpli�cations:

(28) ω1,1(x) + ω∨1,1(w) = d

[
1

2

ω∨0,2(w,w)

dx dw
− 1

24

d(∂2
wx/∂wx)

dx

]
.

3.5 Relation to topological recursion
Whenωg,n is the generating series of ordinary maps of genus gwithn boundaries, ω∨g,n enumerates

fully simple maps of the same topology [BGF20; BCDGF19]. It is known since Eynard [Eyn04; Eyn11;
Eyn16] that ωg,ns are computed by the topological recursion [EO07; EO09b] applied to the spectral
curve

S =
(
P1, x, w, dz1dz2

(z1−z2)2

)
,

while it was conjectured in [BGF20] and proved in [BDBKS21b; BCGF21] that ω∨g,ns are computed
by the topological recursion applied to

S∨ =
(
P1, w, x, dz1dz2

(z1−z2)2

)
.
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This gives a class of examples to test our functional relations numerically. The (0, 3) formula (27)
was indeed shown to hold in this situation in [BGF20, Section 6], and here we see that in fact it
holds in the greater generality provided by the master relation (5). To test the (1, 1) formula (28), let
us consider the case of quadrangulations (maps with faces of degree 4), which corresponds to the
spectral curve in parametric form

x(z) = c
(
z +

1

z

)
, w(z) =

z2 − τ
cz3

,
dz1dz2

(z1 − z2)2
= ω̃0,2(z1, z2) = ω̃∨0,2(z1, z2) ,

where t is the weight per quadrangle, and

c =

√
1−
√

1− 12t

6t
, τ = ct4 .

From this we deduce

ω∨0,2(z1, z2) = ω̃∨0,2(z1, z2)− w′(z1)w′(z2)dz1dz2

(w(z1)− w(z2))2
=
τ
(
z2

1z
2
2 + τ(z2

1 + 4z1z2 + z2
2)
)
dz1dz2(

τ(z2
1 + z1z2 + z2

2)− z2
1z

2
2

)2 ,

ω∨0,2(z, z)

2 dx(z) dw(z)
= − τz4(z2 + 6τ)

2(z2 − 3τ)3(z2 − 1)
,

and
1

24

d

dx

(
∂2
wx

∂wx

)
=

1

24x′(z)
∂z

(
1

w′(z)
∂z ln

( x′(z)

w′(z)

))
= −

z4
(
z8 − 3z6(3τ + 1) + 18τz4(3τ + 1) + 3τz2(−33τ + 1) + 27τ 2

)
12(z2 − 1)3(z2 − 3τ)3

.

Besides, [BGF20, Section 5.2] computed from topological recursion5:

ω1,1(z) =
z
(
τz4 + z2(1− 5τ) + τ

)
(z2 − 1)4(3τ − 1)2

dz ,

ω∨1,1(z) =
3τ 2z

(
(3τ − 2)z4 + 3τ(9τ − 1)z2 − 27τ 3

)
(z2 − 3τ)4(3τ − 1)2

dz ,

(29)

and we checked that (28) is indeed satis�ed.
We suggest that the master relation (5), or rather the functional relations given in Theorem 3.4

when written in terms of di�erentials, in fact describe the e�ect of the symplectic exchange x 7→ w
in topological recursion.

Conjecture 3.13. Let C be a compact Riemann surface, x,w are meromorphic functions onC such that
dx and dw do not have common zeroes, and B is a fundamental bidi�erential of the second kind. We
call ωg,n the di�erentials obtained from the topological recursion with the spectral curve (C, x, w,B),
and ω∨g,n the ones associated to the spectral curve (C, w, x,B), and de�ne ω̃0,2 = ω̃∨0,2 = B. Then, these
di�erentials will satisfy for all 2g − 2 + n ≥ 0 the functional relations of Theorem 3.4 (after they are
converted in relations between meromorphic di�erentials on C).

This conjecture holds by de�nition for (g, n) = (0, 2). It holds for (0, 3) (formula justi�ed in
[BGF20]) as well as for (1, 1) by comparison of (28) with [EO07, Lemma C.1] where one can use
w as a coordinate. Besides, as we have just discussed, it holds for all (g, n) in the case of spectral
curves corresponding to map enumeration. This conjecture should be a step towards understanding
the symplectic invariance property of topological recursion envisioned in [EO08; EO13], which one
should extract from the analytic properties of ωg,1 + ω∨g,1 for all g ≥ 1.

Furthermore, the conjecture remains true in the more general context of the matrix model with
external �eld. The generalised resolvents of the matrix model with external �eld were proved to

5There is a misprint in [BGF20], namely the left-hand side of formula (5.2) should be divided by x′(z) and the left-hand
side of formula (5.3) should be divided by w′(z).
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satisfy topological recursion in [EO07; EO09a], while the topological recursion for the same spectral
curve, but after exchanging the role of x and w, produces diagonal correlation functions of the
matrix model with external �eld [BCEGF21, Section 4.1], which combinatorially corresponds to the
enumeration of the so-called ciliated maps6. As proved in [BGF20] and recalled in Theorem 4.25,
the master relation appears in general unitarily invariant ensembles of random hermitian matrices,
so it also applies to the generalised resolvents (of the type pλ in Theorem 4.25) and the diagonal
correlation functions (of the type Pν in Theorem 4.25) of the matrix model with external �eld.

3.6 All genus: proof of Theorem 3.4

We rely on the description of the projective representation of ĝl∞(R) in terms of di�erential
operators on FR [Kac90]. Our starting point is the formula found e.g. in [BDBKS21a, Proposition
3.1], expressing the conjugation of the Heisenberg �eld with the operator D or D−1:

D∓1 J̃(X)D±1

=
∑
k∈Z

Xk[wk]
∑
r≥0

∂ry exp

(
± k ς(k~∂y)

ς(~∂y)
ln(1 + y)

)∣∣∣
y=0

· [ur] 1

~uς(~u)
exp

(∑
m>0

~u ς(~uw∂w)J−mw
−m
)

exp

(∑
m>0

~u ς(~uw∂w)Jmw
m

)
,

(30)

where we recall ς(w) = 2w−1sinh(w/2) = 1 + w2

24
+ O(w4). Let use this formula with the sign +,

and substitute the latter formula in Equation (17), and then use the commutation relations [Jl, Jm] =
lδl+m,0, as well as the properties 〈|J−m = 0 and Jm|〉 = 0, for m > 0. As explained in [BDBKS21b,
Section 2] and [BDBKS21a, Section 3], we obtain a sum over the graphs of De�nition 3.2, where the
weights consist of the following elementary blocks.

De�nition 3.14. We �x variables (ui, vi, wi)
n
i=1.

• To a hyperedge I ⊆ [n], we attach the weight (already in De�nition 3.3):

c∨(uI , wI) =
∏
i∈I

~uiς(~uiwi∂wi)G̃∨#I(wI) .

• To the i-th white vertex, we attach the operator weight:

~U∨(Xi) =
∑
k∈Z

Xk
i · [wki ]

∑
r≥0

∂ry exp

(
k
ς(k~∂y)
ς(~∂y)

ln(1 + y)

)∣∣∣
y=0

· [uri ]
exp

(
~ui ς(~uiwi∂wi)(G∨1 (wi)− ~−1)

)
~ui ς(~ui)

.

(31)

This operator acts from the left on series depending on variables ui and wi and gives as output a
series in Xi. The subtraction of ~−1 in the last line kills the conventional constant added in the
de�nition of the 1-point function in (18).

Lemma 3.15 (Key combinatorial identity). The relation Z = DZ∨ is equivalent to the relations:

(32) ∀n > 0, G̃n(X1, . . . , Xn) =
∑
Γ∈Gn

1

#Aut(Γ)

n∏
i=1

~U∨(Xi)
∏

I∈I(Γ)

c∨(uI , wI) ,

where the �rst product is taken from left to right with i increasing.

To pass from (32) to the statement of Theorem 3.4, in particular to (23), we proceed in three steps,
which were suggested by Kazarian in an unpublished manuscript (see [Kaz19; Kaz21; Kaz20]). In
our exposition we follow [BDBKS21a, Section 4.4].

6Ciliated maps were introduced in [BCEGF21] in order to study r-spin intersection numbers on the moduli space of
curves in the context of topological recursion and in relation to map enumeration.
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First, if Φ(y), Ψ(u) and Y (w) are three formal power series with Y (w) = O(w), we observe that∑
r≥0

(∂ryΦ)(0) · [ur] euY (w)Ψ(u) =
∑
r≥0

(∂ryΦ)(Y (w)) · [ur] Ψ(u) ,(33)

which can be checked by direct expansion of the left-hand side in the variable w. This observation
applied to Y (wi) = G∨0,1(wi)− 1 allows us to remove the otherwise in�nitely many7 contributions
exp

(
ui(G

∨
0,1(wi) − 1)

)
in the second line of (31). Note that this second line of (31) starts with 1/u

for n = 1. We will discuss this case separately later.
Second, we have to remove the explicit dependence on ks coming from the weight of the black

vertices (31). To this end, with Y (w) as before, we use for r ≥ 0 and k ∈ Z:

∂ry exp
(
k
ς(k~∂y)
ς(~∂y)

log(1 + y)
)∣∣∣

y=Y (w)

= (1 + Y (w))k ·
(

exp(−k log(1 + y))∂ry exp
(
k
ς(k~∂y)
ς(~∂y)

log(1 + y)
))∣∣∣

y=Y (w)
.

(34)

The second factor here has a polynomial dependence on k in each degree in ~, and we can use the
following trick to assemble it: if Q(k) is a polynomial in k, we have∑

k

Q(k) zk = Q(z∂z)
∑
k

Xk =
∑
j≥0

(z∂z)
j · [vj]

∑
k

zkQ(v) .

For every given monomial in ~, X1, . . . , Xn, we need to use such a formula when the summation
ranges over a set of integers k bounded from below, in which case it makes sense in the framework
explained in Remark 3.1.

Third, to remove the �rst factor in (34), we use the Lagrange inversion formula: given a Laurent
series L(w), we have for any k ∈ Z,

(35)
∑
k∈Z

Xk · [w̃k] (1 + Y (w̃))kL(w̃) =
d lnX

d lnw
L(w) , where X =

w

1 + Y (w)
.

Using these three observations with Y (wi) = G∨0,1(wi)− 1 for each i ∈ [n], we obtain for n ≥ 2
and g ≥ 0:

(36) G̃g,n(X1, . . . , Xn) = [~2g−2+n]
∑
Γ∈Gn

1

#Aut(Γ)

n∏
i=1

~O∨(wi)
∏

I∈I(Γ)

c∨(uI , wI) ,

using the substitutions

(37) Xi =
wi

G∨0,1(wi)
, P∨(wi) =

d lnwi
d lnXi

.

The operators ~O∨(Xi) are those introduced in (21), and they involve the above choice of P∨(wi).
For 2g − 2 + n > 0, the left-hand side is simply Gg,n(X1, . . . , Xn) and we recover (23). Up to the
comparison of the right-hand side in the case (g, n) = (0, 2) to the second formula of (22) and the
study of the special case (g, n) = (0, 1), which will both be carried out in the next section, this
concludes the proof of Theorem 3.4 for n ≥ 2.

In the case n = 1 we have to make one more extra step. There is a graph that contains just one
vertex and no hyperedges. The expression that we assign to this graph by De�nition 3.14 is equal to
the operator (31) applied to the constant 1. Then, in order to apply Equation (33), we have to remove

7More precisely, for every �xed degree ofXi this amounted to �nitely many contributions, but their number increases
with the degree of the monomial in Xs, resulting into in�nitely many contributions in the functional relation.
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manually the singularity in u as it is done in [BDBKS21a, Section 6.2], that is, we have:

G1(X)− ~−1

=
∑
k≥1

Xk · [wk]
∑
r≥0

∂ry exp

(
k
ς(k~∂y)
ς(~∂y)

ln(1 + y)

)∣∣∣
y=0

· [ur]

(
exp

(
~u ς(~uw∂w)(G∨1 (w)− ~−1)

)
~u ς(~u)

−
exp

(
u(G∨0,1(w)− 1)

)
~u

)

+
∑
k≥1

Xk · [wk]
∑
r≥0

∂ry exp

(
k
ς(k~∂y)
ς(~∂y)

ln(1 + y)

)∣∣∣
y=0
· [ur]

exp
(
u (G∨0,1(w)− 1)

)
~u

.

The �rst summand here can be evaluated by the three steps performed above in the general case, and
it gives the contribution of the graph with one vertex and no edges in the statement of Theorem 3.4.
The second summand is equal to G0,1(w)− ~−1 +

∑
g≥1 ~2g−1∆∨g (X).

3.7 Genus 0: proof of Theorem 3.9
Let φ, φ∨ : PS → R be two multiplicative functions such that φ = ζ ∗ φ∨. As described at the

end of Section 3.1, we associate to φ∨ a topological partition function Z∨ whose n-point functions
G∨g,n vanish for genus g > 0. Then, we de�ne a topological partition function Z = DZ∨. The
corresponding multiplicative function ΦZ,~ : PS → R[[~]] is a priori di�erent from φ, but thanks to
Corollary 2.14 its genus 0 part is

Φ
[0]
Z = ζ ∗ Φ

[0]
Z∨ = ζ ∗ φ∨ = φ .

Therefore, the n-point functions Gn,0 of φ and G∨n,0 are related by the restriction to genus 0 of the
expressions found in Section 3.6.

Let us come back to (36) (which is valid for n ≥ 2) and specialise it to genus 0. Recall the ~-
expansion of the n-point functions (19). We need to isolate the leading order in ~ in the building
blocks from De�nition 3.3:

c∨(ui, wi) = ~#I−2
(∏
i∈I

ui

)
G̃∨#I,0(wI) +O(~#I−1)

~O∨(w) =
∑
m≥0

(P∨(w)w∂w)m · [vm]
∑
r≥0

(
∂y +

v

y

)r
1
∣∣∣
y=G∨0,1(w)

· [ur] u−1 +O(~)

=
∑
r≥0

~O∨r (w) · [ur+1] +O(~) ,

where, in the last line, we refer to De�nition 3.8. Substituting this in (36), we �nd that for a particular
graph Γ ∈ Gn the minimal degree of ~ in (36) is equal to

−n+
∑
I∈I(Γ)

(2#I − 2) .

This value is minimal for trees, for which it is equal to n− 2, hence they give the only contribution
to the genus 0 part of G̃n. Note also that trees have no non-trivial automorphisms. The variable ui
only appear from the hyperedge contributions, and its power is the valency of the i-th white vertex.
Therefore, the extraction of powers of ui prescribed by the operators at the vertices restricts the sum
to the set G0,n(r+ 1) of trees where the i-th white vertex has valency ri + 1. All in all, (36) in genus
0 and for n ≥ 2 becomes

(38) G̃0,n(X1, . . . , Xn) =
∑

r1,...,rn≥0

n∏
i=1

~O∨ri(wi)
∑

T∈G0,n(r+1)

∏
I∈I(T )

G̃∨0,#I(wI)
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with the substitutions (37), as announced in Theorem 3.9. For n = 2, there is only one tree in G0,n,
namely the one where the two white vertices are connected to a single black vertex. Then, only
~O∨0 (wi) = P∨(wi) for i = 1, 2 contribute to (38):

G̃0,2(X1, X2) = P∨(w1)P∨(w2)G∨0,2(w1, w2) .

Coming back to the non-shifted 2-point functions via (18) yields the (0, 2) case of Theorems 3.4
and 3.9.

It remains to treat the (g, n) = (0, 1) case, and for this we return to Lemma 3.15. Compared to
the previous argument, only the weight of the white vertices is di�erent (it is given by (31) instead
of (21)), and its leading order in ~ is:

~U(X) =
∑
k∈Z

Xk · [wk]
∑
r≥0

∂ry(1 + y)k
∣∣
y=0
· [ur]

exp
(
u(G∨0,1(w)− 1)

)
u

+O(~)

=
∑
k≥0

Xk · [wk]
k∑
r=0

k!

(k − r)!
∑
l≥0

(G∨0,1(w)− 1)l+1

(l + 1)!
· [ur−l] +O(~) .

(39)

It is still true that only the trees will contribute to (32) for g = 0, and for n = 1 there is a single tree,
namely the one without hyperedges. Therefore, we obtain:

G0,1(X1)− 1 = G̃0,1(X1)− 1 =
∑
k∈Z

Xk
1 · [wk]

∑
r≥0

k!

(k − r)!
(G∨0,1(w)− 1)r+1

(r + 1)!

=
∑
k≥0

Xk
1 · [wk]

k∑
r=0

k!

(k − r)!r!
(G∨0,1(w)− 1)r+1

r + 1

=
∑
k≥0

Xk
1 · [wk]

(G∨0,1(w))k+1 − 1

k + 1

= G∨0,1(w1)− 1 , where X1 =
w1

G∨0,1(w1)
,

with the help of the Lagrange inversion formula in the last line. This also completes the proof of the
(0, 1) case, and of Theorem 3.4 and 3.9.

Remark 3.16. We encourage the readers who want to understand better the three tricks of Section 3.6
to derive by themselves the (0, 2) case from Lemma 3.15 as we did here with (0, 1).

3.8 Genus 0 coe�cient-wise: proof of Theorem 3.12

Our last task is to extract the coe�cient of the monomial
∏n

i=1X
ki
i in G̃0,n(X1, . . . , Xn). For

ki > 0 this coe�cient is the same inG0,n(X1, . . . , Xn) and was called F0;k1,...,kn in (18). We return to
the specialisation of Lemma 3.15 in genus 0. The arguments already at work in Section 3.7 together
with the leading order (39) of the operators ~U yield:

F0;k1,...,kn =
[ k∏
i=1

wkii

] ∑
r1,...,rn≥0
`1,...,`n≥0

n∏
i=1

ki!

(ki − ri)!
(G∨0,1(wi)− 1)`i+1

(`i + 1)!

∑
T∈G0,n(r−`)

∏
I∈I(T )

G̃∨0,#I(wI) .

For a given n-tuple `, we may add `i + 1 univalent black vertices to the i-th vertex. This absorbs the
factor (G∨0,1(wi)− 1)`i+1 in the product over hyperedges; the (`i + 1)! in the denominator accounts
for the automorphism of the tree at the i-th vertex, and we recognise Theorem 3.12.

3.9 Dual formulations
We can easily obtain dual functional relations expressing G∨n in terms of Gn. Writing Z∨ =

D−1Z , our starting point would be formula (30) with a minus sign. The only di�erence, apart from
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exchanging the role of Xi and wi, is an opposite sign for vi in the operator weight (21) for white
vertices. Noticing that ς is even, the operator weights are now:

~O(X) =
∑
m≥0

(P (X)X∂X)mP (X)

· [vm]
∑
r≥0

(
∂y −

v

y

)r
exp

(
− v ς(~v∂y)

ς(~∂y)
ln y + v ln y

)∣∣∣
y=G0,1(X)

· [ur]
exp

(
~uς(~uX∂X)(G1(X)− ~−1)− u(G0,1(X)− 1)

)
~uς(~u)

,

and the hyperedge weights are

c(uI , XI) =

{ (∏
i∈I ~uiς(~uiXi∂Xi)

)
G̃#I(XI) if I 6= {j, j} ,(

~ujς(~ujXj∂Xj)
)2
G2(Xj, Xj) if I = {j, j} .

With the substitutions

wi =
Xi

G0,1(Xi)
, P (Xi) =

d lnXi

d lnwi
=

1

P∨(wi)
,

the dual of Theorem 3.4 for 2g − 2 + n > 0 is

G∨g,n(w1, . . . , wn) = δn,1∆g(w1) + [~2g−2+n]
∑
Γ∈Gn

1

#Aut(Γ)

n∏
i=1

~O(Xi)
∏

I∈I(Γ)

c(uI , XI) ,

with the correction term for n = 1 now given by

∆g(w) = [~2g]
∑
m≥0

(
P (X)X∂X

)m
[vm+1] exp

(
− v ς(~v∂y)

ς(~∂y)
ln y + v ln y

)∣∣∣
y=G0,1(X)

· P∨(X)X∂XG0,1(X) .

In genus 0, the relevant operator weight is

~Or(X) =
∑
m≥0

(P (X)X∂X)mP (X) · [vm]

(
∂y −

v

y

)r
· 1
∣∣∣
y=G0,1(X)

,

and the dual of Theorem 3.9 reads:

G∨0,n(w1, . . . , wn) =
∑

r1,...,rn≥0

n∏
i=1

~Ori(Xi)
∑

T∈G0,n(r+1)

′∏
I∈I(T )

G0,#I(XI) ,

and
∏′ means that each occurrence of G0,2(Xi, Xj) for i 6= j should be replaced with G̃0,2(Xi, Xj).

To get the coe�cient-wise relation dual to Theorem 3.12, we observe that the operator (39) is
replaced at leading order with

~U∨(w) =
∑
k∈Z

wk · [Xk]
∑
r≥0

∂ry(1 + y)−k
∣∣
y=0
· [ur]

exp
(
u(G0,1(X)− 1)

)
u

=
∑
k∈Z

wk · [Xk]
∑
r≥0

=
(−1)r(r + k − 1)!

(k − 1)!

∑
l≥0

(G0,1(X)− 1)l+1

(l + 1)!
· [ur−l] .

The only di�erence with (39) is the combinatorial factor, which is non-vanishing for all nonnegative
k. This leads to the formula

F∨0;k1,...,kn
=
[ n∏
i=1

Xki
i

] ∑
r1,...,rn≥0

n∏
i=1

(−1)ri(ri + k1 − 1)!

(ki − 1)!

∑
T∈Tn(r+1)

∏′′
I∈I(T ) G0,#I(XI)

#Aut(T )
,
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where
∏′′ means that one should replace each occurrence of G0,1(Xj) with G0,1(Xj)− 1, and each

occurrence of G0,2(Xi, Xj) for i 6= j with G̃0,2(Xi, Xj). The form is in fact similar to Theorem 3.12
when one observes that

k!

(r − k)!
= r!

(
k

r

)
,

(−1)r(r + k − 1)!

(k − 1)!
= r!

(
−k
r

)
.

4 Applications to free probability
We now present the interpretation of the results of Section 3 in the context of (higher order) free

probabilities.

4.1 Preliminary: decorated partitioned permutations
If A is an associative algebra, we can consider partitioned permutations decorated by elements

in A . It means we want to study the set PS(A ) :=
⋃
d≥0 PS(d) × A d. If f1 : PS → R and

f2 : PS(A )→ R are two functions, their convolution is de�ned by
(f1 ∗ f2)(C, γ)[a1, . . . , ad] := (f1 ∗ f2[a1, . . . , ad])(C, γ)

=
∑

(A,α)·(B,β)=(C,γ)

f1(A, α) f2(B, β)[a1, . . . , ad] ,

for (C, γ) ∈ PS(d) and a1, . . . , ad ∈ A . A similar de�nition can be made for the extended convo-
lution f1 ~ f2. A function φ : PS(A )→ R is multiplicative if for any d ≥ 0 and a1, . . . , ad ∈ A :

• for any σ, π ∈ S(d), we have φ(1d, π
−1 ◦ σ ◦ π)[a1, . . . , ad] = φ(1d, σ)[aπ(1), . . . , aπ(d)];

• for any (A, α) ∈ S(d), we have φ(A, α)[a1, . . . , an] =
∏

A∈A φ(1#A, α|A)[(ai)i∈A], where
bijections [#A]→ A have been chosen to make sense of the right-hand side, which is inde-
pendent of this choice due to the �rst condition.

4.2 Higher order free probability
De�nition 4.1. Let A an associative algebra. We say that an n-linear form τ : A n → C is tracial if

∀b, a1, . . . , an ∈ A , ∀i ∈ [n], τ(a1, . . . , aib, . . . , an) = τ(a1, . . . , bai, . . . , an) .

De�nition 4.2. A higher order probability space (HOPS) is the data (A ,ϕ) consisting of a unital
associative (maybe non-commutative) algebra A over C and a family ϕ = (ϕn)n≥1 of tracial n-
linear forms such that ϕ1(1) = 1 and ϕn(1, a2, . . . , an) = 0 for any n ≥ 2 and a2, . . . , an ∈ A .

Given a HOPS (A ,ϕ), there is a natural multiplicative function φ : PS(A ) → C encoding the
(higher order) moments, speci�ed for λ ` d of length ` by

φ(1d, πλ)[a1, . . . , ad] = ϕ`

( λ1∏
j=1

aj ,

λ2∏
j=1

aλ1+j , . . . ,

λ∏̀
j=1

aλ1+···+λ`−1+j

)
.

We then de�ne another multiplicative function φ∨ : PS(A )→ C by
φ∨ := µ ∗ φ ⇐⇒ φ = ζ ∗ φ∨ .

De�nition 4.3. (Adapted8 from [CMSS07]) The free cumulants at order n are encoded in the col-
lection of d-linear forms κk1,...,k` : A d → C indexed by k1, . . . , kn > 0 given by:

κk1,...,kn(a1, . . . , ad) = φ∨(1d, πλ(k))[a1, . . . , ad], d = k1 + · · ·+ kn .

8In [CMSS07] the convolution of f1 with f2 is de�ned when f1 is a function on PS(A ) and f2 a function on PS,
and the higher-order free cumulants are de�ned by right-convolution of φ with the zeta function on PS. In the present
paper we rather introduced (Section 4.1) the convolution f1 ∗ f2 when f1 is a function on PS and f2 a a function on
PS(A ), and de�ne the higher-order free cumulants by left-convolution of φwith ζ . As this only involves multiplicative
functions and in light of Lemma 2.6, these de�nitions are equivalent.
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If a ∈ A , let us de�ne the generating series of moments and cumulants at order n of a:

Mn(X1, . . . , Xn) = δn,1 +
∑

k1,...,kn>0

ϕn(ak1 , . . . , akn)
n∏
i=1

Xki
i ,

Cn(w1, . . . , wn) = δn,1 +
∑

k1,...,kn>0

κk1,...,kn(a, . . . , a)
n∏
i=1

wkii .

(40)

At �rst order, a fundamental result of Speicher [Spe94] states that
C1(wM(w)) = w .

This can also be formulated in terms of the VoiculescuR-transform, de�ned by C(w) = 1+wR(w),
as the functional relation x

M(1/x)
+R

(
M(1/x)

x

)
= x. Collins, Mingo, Speicher and Śniady established

in [CMSS07] the formula at second order:
M2(1/x1, 1/x2)

x1x2

=
dw1

dx1

dw2

dx2

(
C2(w1, w2)

w1w2

+
1

(w1 − w2)2

)
− 1

(x1 − x2)2
, wi =

M(1/xi)

xi
,

and asked for the generalisation of these functional relations to order n ≥ 3. Converting the no-
tations into G0,n = Mn, G∨0,n = Cn, Theorem 3.9 answers the question (the formulas for n = 1
and n = 2 match). Even knowing the formulas, it seems rather complicated to prove them directly
from the combinatorics of partitioned permutations — even in the n = 3 case (27). We had to make
a detour via the master relation (Theorem 2.13) and algebraic manipulations in the bosonic Fock
space in order to derive the results.

4.3 Surfaced permutations
Another way to work with the extended product is to add the data of a genus function to parti-

tioned permutations. It corresponds to the notion of surfaced permutations proposed in [CMSS07,
Appendix]. We are in fact going to allow half-integer genus, so that in�nitesimal freeness cumulants
will �nd a natural place in the framework (see end of Section 4.5).

De�nition 4.4. A surfaced permutation of [d] is a triple (A, α, g) where (A, α) ∈ PS(d) and g : A →
1
2
Z≥0 is a function. We denote PS(d) the set of surfaced permutations of [d], with the convention

PS(0) = {∅}, and PS =
⋃
d≥0 PS(d).

The colength of (A, α, g) ∈ PS(d) is de�ned by:

|(A, α, g)| := |(A, α)|+
∑
A∈A

2g(A) .

De�nition 4.5. The extended product of (A, α, g), (B, β, h) ∈ PS(d) is de�ned as (A, α, g) �
(B, β, h) = (A ∨ B, α ◦ β, k) in which the genus function at C ∈ A ∨ B takes the value:

(41) k(C) :=
|(A|C , α|C , g|C)|+ |(B|C , β|C , h|C)| − |(A ∨ B |C , α ◦ β |C)|

2
.

Here, if D = {D1, . . . , Dl} ∈ P (d) and C ⊆ [d], the notation D|C stands for {D1 ∩ C, . . . , Dl ∩ C}
from which one removes the elements which are empty sets. If A is an associative algebra, the
convolution of two functions f1, f2 : PS(d)→ R is

(f1 ~ f2)(C, γ, k) =
∑

(A,α,g)�(B,β,h)=(C,γ,k)

f1(A, α, g) f2(B, β, h) .

It is easy to check that ~ is associative.

Remark 4.6. There are two alternative ways to think about the formula for the genus. On the one
hand, we observe that (41) is such that we have a block-additivity of the colength under products of
surfaced permutations:

|(A|C , α|C , g|C)|+ |(B|C , β|C , h|C)| = |(A ∨ B |C , α ◦ β |C , k|C)| .
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On the other hand, we also have

k(C) =
∑
A∈A
A⊆C

g(A) +
∑
B∈B
B⊆C

h(B) +
1

2

(
|(A|C , α|C)|+ |(B|C , β|C)| − |(A ∨ B |C , α ◦ β |C)|

)
≥
∑
A∈A
A⊆C

g(A) +
∑
B∈B
B⊆C

h(B) .
(42)

Since |α ◦ β| − |α| − |β| is nonnegative and even, the last term in the �rst line is a nonnegative
integer. We interpret this equation by saying that the product of surfaced permutation can create
genus in integer units.

The relation with the setting of Section 2.2 (justifying that we keep the same notations � and ~)
is that, if we associate to the multiplicative functions fi : PS → R, for i = 1, 2, the multiplicative
functions f̂i : PS → R[[~]] given for (A, α) by

(43) f̂i(A, α) =
∑

g : A→ 1
2
Z≥0

~|(A,α,g)| fi(A, α, g) ,

then we have
f̂1 ~ f2 = f̂1 ~ f̂2 ,

where on the left-hand side (resp. on the right-hand side) this is the extended convolution on PS
(resp. PS). This is due to the block-additivity of the colength of surfaced permutations mentioned
in Remark 4.6.

We have an injection ι : PS(d) → PS(d) consisting in completing a partitioned permutation by
taking zero as genus function. All functions f on PS(d) can be considered as functions on PS(d)
by extending them by 0 outside ι(PS(d)); we denote it ι∗f . Clearly, � = ι∗δ is the unit for ~, while
� = ι∗ζ is the zeta function, also characterised by �̂ = ζ~. By the previous discussion, it admits as
inverse for ~ the function � characterised by �̂ = µ~, whose existence comes from Lemma 2.4. An
alternative way to prove the existence of the Möbius function � is to realize that PS(d) admits a
poset structure, by declaring that

(A, α, g) � (C, γ, k) ⇔ ∃(B, β, 0) ∈ PS(d), (A, α, g)� (B, β, 0) = (C, γ, k) ,

and invoking the general fact that posets admit Möbius functions [Rot64].
De�nition 4.7. A function f : PS → R is multiplicative if for any d, h ∈ Z≥0 and σ ∈ S(d),
f(1d, σ, h) depends only on the conjugacy class of σ, and for any (A, α, g) ∈ PS:

f(A, α, g) =
∏
A∈A

f(1#A, α|A, g|A) .

�, � and � are examples of multiplicative functions.
Remark 4.8. We say that f : PS → R is even when f(A, α, g) = 0 for any (A, α) ∈ PS such that
there exists a block A ∈ A having g(A) /∈ Z≥0. Due to the last point in Remark 4.6, the extended
convolution of two even functions is even. In the previous sections we only considered functions
with integer genus: it �ts with the present setting by restricting to even functions on PS.

We may also consider the analog of the product · between surfaced permutations, by keeping only
the cases in � with no genus creation.
De�nition 4.9. If (A, α, g), (B, β, h) are two surfaced permutations of [d], we de�ne their product:

(A, α, g) · (B, β, h) =

{
(A ∨ B, α ◦ β, k) if |(A, α)|+ |(B, β)| = |(A ∨ B, α ◦ β)|,
0 otherwise.

Note that in the �rst case we have
k(C) =

∑
A∈A
A⊆C

g(A) +
∑
B∈B
B⊆C

h(B) .
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The convolution between functions f1, f2 : PS(d)→ R is de�ned as

(f1 ∗ f2)(C, γ, k) =
∑

(A,α,g)·(B,β,h)=(C,γ,k)

f1(A, α, g) f2(B, β, h) .

The extraction of leading order in Lemma 2.7 can be upgraded to include the �rst subleading order
(encoded in genus 1

2
). To describe this, we need more notations.

De�nition 4.10. We say that two multiplicative functions φ1, φ2 : PS→ R agree in�nitesimally if
their value coincides on (A, α, g) for any g : A → 1

2
Z≥0 such that

∑
A∈A g(A) ≤ 1

2
. In that case we

denote φ1 ≈ φ2.

Lemma 4.11. Let φ1, φ2 : PS→ R be two multiplicative functions. The relation φ1 = �~ φ2 implies
the in�nitesimal agreement φ1 ≈ � ∗ φ2.

Proof. Same as in Lemma 2.7, taking into account that the creation of genus occurs by integer units
only (Remark 4.6). �

Remark 4.12. This has an equivalent presentation via the ring of dual numbers R′ = R[[~]]/(~2).
Namely, let us write:

φ̂i(A, α) = ~|(A,α)|(φi(A, α, 0) + ~φ′i(A, α) + o(~)
)
,

and de�ne multiplicative functions
[φi : PS → R′, by [φi(A, α) = φi(A, α, 0) + ~φ′i(A, α) .

Then, the relation φ1 = � ~ φ2 between R-valued functions on surfaced permutations implies the
relation [φ1 = ζ ∗ [φ2 between R′-valued functions on partitioned permutations. Observe that
φi(−,−, 0) is a multiplicative function on PS, but φ′i is not. Instead, we have

φ′i(A, α) =
∑
A∈A

φ′i(1#A, α|A)
∏
A′∈A
A′ 6=A

φi(1#A′ , α|A′ , 0) .

As in Section 4.1, we may also work with the set PS(A ) of surfaced permutations decorated by
elements of an associative algebra A .

4.4 Extension of the main formulas
Section 2.5 and Section 3 extend without e�ort to topological partition functions allowing g ∈

1
2
Z≥0, while the monotone Hurwitz numbers are unchanged and have integer genus. In partic-

ular, the functional relations of Theorem 3.4 for the n-point functions of multiplicative functions
Φ,Φ∨ : PS→ R satisfying Φ = �~Φ∨ hold in the same form. Taking into account Lemma 4.11, the
proofs of Theorem 3.9 and Theorem 3.12 can easily be adapted to obtain functional relations in the
genus 0 and 1

2
.

De�nition 4.13. Let G ′0,n be the set of bicoloured trees as in De�nition 3.7 except that they must
contain one special black vertex, whose corresponding hyperedge I ′ may be univalent. Let T ′n be
the set of bicoloured trees obtained by connecting to a T ′ ∈ G ′0,n (see De�nition 3.11) �nitely many
univalent black vertices. In G ′0,n(r + 1) and T ′n(r + 1) we require the i-th vertex to have valency
ri + 1.

Theorem 4.14. Let φ, φ′, φ∨, φ′∨ : PS → R be functions so that

[φ = φ+ ~φ′ : PS → R′, [φ∨ = φ∨ + ~φ′∨ : PS → R′
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are multiplicative. Introduce the n-point functions

G0,n(X1, . . . , Xn) = δn,1 +
∑

k1,...,kn>0

φ(1k1+···+kn , πλ(k))
n∏
i=1

Xki
i ,

G 1
2
,n(X1, . . . , Xn) =

∑
k1,...,kn>0

φ′(1k1+···+kn , πλ(k))
n∏
i=1

Xki
i ,

(44)

and likewise G∨0,n and G
∨
1
2
,n
.

Suppose that we have [φ = ζ ∗ [φ∨. Then, the genus 0 functional relations given in Theorem 3.9
and 3.12 hold, and with the same substitution and notations we have for any n ≥ 1:

(45) G 1
2
,n(X1, . . . , Xn) =

∑
r1,...,rn≥0

n∏
i=1

~O∨ri(wi)
∑

T∈G′0,n(r+1)

G 1
2
,#I′(wI′)

′∏
I 6=I′

G∨0,#I(wI) .

Equivalently, for any n ≥ 1, and λ ` d of length n we have:

(46) φ′(1d, πλ) =
[ n∏
i=1

wλii

] ∑
0≤ri≤λi
i∈[n]

n∏
i=1

λi!

(λi − ri)!
∑

T∈T ′n(r+1)

G 1
2
,#I′(wI′)

∏′′
I 6=I′ G0,#I(wI)

#Aut(T )
.

Corollary 4.15. We have

(47) G 1
2
,1(X) = P∨(w)G∨1

2
,1

(w) , X =
w

G∨0,1(w)
, P∨(w) =

d lnw

d lnX
.

Equivalently:

G 1
2
,1(X)

dX

X
= G∨1

2
,1

(w)
dw

w
.

Proof of Theorem 4.14. Let φ∨~ : PS → R[[~]] be the unique multiplicative function which for any
d ∈ Z≥0 and α ∈ S(d) satis�es

φ∨~ (1d, α) = ~|(1d,α)|(φ(1d, α) + ~φ′(1d, α)
)
.

We then introduce the multiplicative function φ~ = ζ~~φ∨~ . LetGn andG∨n be the n-point functions
corresponding to φ~ and φ∨~ : they have an ~ expansion of the form (19) with half-integer g allowed,
and Theorem 3.4 applies. As we are in the situation of Lemma 4.11, G0,n and G 1

2
,n must coincide

with the right-hand sides of (44) de�ned in terms of φ and φ′. We shall focus on them but rewrite
Theorem 3.4 di�erently. Namely, we decide to replace G∨1 (wi) in the operator weight ~O∨(wi) with

G∨even,1(w) =
∑
g∈Z≥0

~2g−1G∨g,1(w) .

Following the proof of Theorem 3.4 in Section 3.6, we see that the functional relation (23) still holds
with this modi�ed operator weight provided we sum over the set G ′n of bicoloured graphs like in
De�nition 3.2 but now allowing univalent black vertices. When connecting to the i-th white vertex
the latter receive the weight

c∨(ui, wi) = ~uiς(~uiwi∂wi)G∨odd,1(wi) ,

where:
G∨odd,1(w) =

∑
g∈ 1

2
+Z≥0

~2g−1G∨g,1(w) .

When extracting the genus 1
2

part of the formula, only the leading power in ~ of each of the weights
and only the trees inG ′n in which exactly one factor ofG 1

2
,#I is picked will contribute. This is because

the series ς where ~ occurs is even, corresponding to the fact that monotone Hurwitz numbers have
integer genus. The outcome is then (45), and adapting the proof of Section 3.8 gives (46). �
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Proof of Corollary 4.15. We specialise (46) to n = 1. The set T ′1 (r+ 1) contains a single tree, namely
the white vertex connected to the special vertex and r other univalent black vertices. We therefore
�nd for k > 0:

φ′(1k, (12 · · · k)) = [Xk] G 1
2
,1(X) = [wk]

k∑
r=0

k!

(k − r)!
G∨1

2
,1

(w)
(G∨0,1(w)− 1)r

r!

= [wk] G∨1
2
,1

(w)G∨0,1(w)k ,

which leads to (47) thanks to Lagrange inversion formula. �

4.5 Surfaced free probability
Section 3 suggests a natural generalisation of the notion of higher order free cumulants that in-

cludes information about higher genera, using the extended convolution instead of the convolution.
As much as free probability applied to random ensembles of hermitian matrices at leading order
when the size N goes to∞, the surfaced version we propose captures information about the cor-
rections of order N−2g beyond the leading order (we will make this precise in Section 4.6). With
Sections 4.3-4.4 and Remark 4.8 under our belt, it does not cost anything to allow half-integer g.
De�nition 4.16. A surfaced probability space (SPS) is the data (A ,ϕ) consisting of a unital asso-
ciative algebra A over C and a family ϕ =

(
ϕg,n : g ∈ 1

2
Z≥0, n ∈ Z>0

)
of tracial n-linear forms

on A such that ϕ0,1(1) = 1 and ϕg,n(1, a2, . . . , an) = 0 for any (g, n) 6= (0, 1) and a2, . . . , an ∈ A .
Given a SPS, we encode the moments into the multiplicative function on PS(A ) valued inR = C

and given, for λ ` d of length `, genus g ∈ 1
2
Z≥0 and a1, . . . , an ∈ A , by

φ(1d, πλ, g)[a1, . . . , ad] = ϕg,n

( λ1∏
j=1

aj ,

λ2∏
j=1

aλ1+j , . . . ,

λ∏̀
j=1

aλ1+···+λ`−1+j

)
.

Then we consider the multiplicative function φ∨ on PS(A ) by
(48) φ∨ = �~ φ ⇐⇒ φ = �~ φ∨ ,

and we de�ne the genus g, order n free cumulants to be the n-linear forms:
κg;k1,...,kn : A n → C , κg;k1,...,kn(a1, . . . , ad) = φ∨(1d, πλ(k), g)[a1, . . . , ad] ,

where d = k1 + · · · + kn. For a given a ∈ A , the generating series of “surfaced moments” and
“surfaced free cumulants” of a:

Gg,n(X1, . . . , Xn) = δg,0δn,1 +
∑

k1,...,kn>0

ϕg,n(ak1 , . . . , akn)
n∏
i=1

Xki
i ,

G∨g,n(w1, . . . , wn) = δg,0δn,1 +
∑

k1,...,kn>0

κg;k1,...,kn(a, . . . , a)
n∏
i=1

wkii ,

(49)

are then related by Theorem 3.4 where half-integer genera are allowed. In particular the g = 0 case
is covered by Theorem 3.9 and the g = 1

2
by Theorem 4.14.

De�nition 4.17. We de�ne a partial order9 on Typ = 1
2
Z≥0 × Z>0 by declaring (g, n) � (g′, n′)

when g ≤ g′ and g′ + n′ ≤ g + n. We also de�ne

Typ = Typ ∪
( ⋃
g∈ 1

2
Z≥0

{(g,∞)}
)
∪ {(∞,∞)} ,

on which the partial order relation extends in a natural way, for instance, if g, g′ ∈ 1
2
Z≥0 with g < g′

and n ∈ Z>0

(g, n) ≺ (g,∞) ≺ (g′,∞) , (g,∞) ≺ (g′, n) .
9This is not a total order. For instance (1, 1) and (0, 3) are not comparable. More generally, two distinct elements

(g, n), (g′, n′) having 2g − 2 + n = 2g′ − 2 + n′ are not comparable.
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The following lemma shows that this order re�ects the structure of the relations (48) or of Theo-
rem 3.4.

Lemma 4.18. Let (g0, n0) ∈ Typ. The knowledge of ϕg,n for all (g, n) � (g0, n0) is equivalent to the
knowledge of κg;k1,...,kn for all (g, n) � (g0, n0) and k1, . . . , kn > 0.

Proof. This can be in principle extracted by elementary means from the de�nition (48), but we
propose here to read it from Theorem 3.4. By multilinearity, it is enough to prove the thesis for
the evaluations of ϕg,n and κg;k1,...,kn on tuples of the form (a, . . . , a). The claim clearly holds
for (g, n) = (0, 1), and for (1

2
, 1) (see Corollary 4.15). Now take a ∈ A and (g, n) ∈ Typ with

2g−2+n > 0: we consider (23) expressingGg,n in terms ofG∨g′,n′ , both de�ned as in (49). The sum-
mand associated to a graph Γ ∈ Gn contains — besides G∨0,1 — contributions from the hyperedges
involving G∨gI ,#I for some gI ∈ 1

2
Z≥0, and contributions from the i-th vertex which give either a 1

or a product
∏qi

p=1G
∨
gi,p,1

with qi > 0 and gi,p ∈ 1
2
Z>0. The extraction of the right power of ~ in (23)

shows that

2g − 2 + n =
n∑
i=1

(
− 1 +

qi∑
p=1

2gi,p

)
+
∑
I∈I(Γ)

2(gI − 1 + #I) .

In other words:

(50) g − 1 + n =
n∑
i=1

qi∑
p=1

gi,p +
∑
I∈I(Γ)

(gI − 1 + #I) .

Besides, as Γ is connected, we must have
∑

I∈I(Γ)(−1 + #I) ≥ n− 1 and thus

(51) g ≥
n∑
i=1

qi∑
p=1

gi,p +
∑
I∈I(Γ)

gI .

As in the right-hand side of (50)-(51) all terms of the sums are nonnegative, we deduce that only
G∨g′,n′ with g′ + n′ ≤ g + n and g′ ≤ g are involved in the sum over graphs, that is (g′, n′) � (g, n).
Noticing that the correction term ∆∨g in (24) only involves G∨g′,1 for g′ ≤ g, we deduce that Gg,n is
expressed as a function of G∨g′,n′ with (g′, n′) � (g, n). �

The raison d’être of cumulants is to formulate a notion of freeness for elements (or more generally,
subalgebras) of A , by the vanishing of mixed free cumulants. We can propose a similar de�nition
here.

De�nition 4.19. Let (g0, n0) ∈ Typ. A family (Xi)i∈I of subsets of A is called (g0, n0)-free if
for any (g, n) � (g0, n0), for any d ≥ 0, any (a1, . . . , ad) ∈

∏d
p=1 Xi(p) and k1, . . . , kn > 0 so that

k1+· · ·+kn = d, we have κg;k1,...,kn(a1, . . . , ad) = 0 whenever there exists p, q ∈ [d] and i(p) 6= i(q).

Remark 4.20. Voiculescu’s freeness is (0, 1)-freeness, the second-order freeness of [MS06] is (0, 2)-
freeness, the all-order freeness of [CMSS07] is (0,∞)-freeness. Due to Lemma 4.11 along with
Remark 4.12 or looking at the de�nition of the convolution ∗ on PS (De�nition 4.9), (1

2
, 1)-freeness

coincides with the notion of in�nitesimal freeness of [FN09]. We note that it involves only the free
cumulants of type (g, n) = (0, 1) and (1

2
, 1). More precisely, in terms of generating series we have

from Corollary 4.15 the functional relations

G0,1(X) = G∨0,1(w) , G 1
2
,1(X) =

d lnw

d lnX
G∨1

2
,1

(w) , X =
w

G∨0,1(w)
,

which are indeed the ones known for in�nitesimal free cumulants. Besides, the order k in�nitesimal
freeness of [Fév12] corresponds to (1, 0)-freeness using multiplicative functions valued in the ringR
of upper triangular Töplitz matrices of size (k+ 1) matrices (instead of C[[~]]/(~2) that corresponds
to k = 1).
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An immediate consequence is that, if a1 ∈X1 and a2 ∈X2 but (X1,X2) is (g0, n0)-free, the free
cumulants of a1 + a2 are additive for orders (g, n) � (g0, n0), that is:

κg;k1,...,kn(a1 + a2, . . . , a1 + a2) = κg;k1,...,kn(a1, . . . , a1) + κg;k1,...,kn(a2, . . . , a2) .

A good notion of freeness for sets should pass to subalgebras. It was shown to be the case for (0, n)-
freeness in [CMSS07, Section 7.3]. We now extend those arguments to higher genera, only stressing
what is new compared to [CMSS07].

De�nition 4.21. The type of a surfaced permutation (A, α, g) is (g, n) ∈ Typ where n is the number
of cycles of α and g =

∑
A∈A g(A).

Lemma 4.22. Let (A ,ϕ) be a SPS andX1,X2 ⊂ A , and (g0, n0) ∈ Typ. We denoteX +
i = Xi∪{1}.

The following statements are equivalent:
(i) X1 and X2 are (g0, n0)-free.

(ii) X +
1 and X +

2 are (g0, n0)-free.
(iii) For any d ∈ Z≥0, any (C, γ, k) ∈ PS(d) of type (g, n) � (g0, n0), any a1, . . . , ad ∈ X +

1 and
b1, . . . , bd ∈X +

2 , we have

φ(C, γ, k)[a1b1, . . . , adbd] =
∑

(A,α,g)�(B,β,h)=(C,γ,k)

φ∨(A, α, g)[a1, . . . , ad]φ(B, β, h)[b1, . . . , bd] .

(iv) For any d ∈ Z≥0, any (C, γ, k) ∈ PS(d) of type (g, n) � (g0, n0), any a1, . . . , ad ∈ X +
1 and

b1, . . . , bd ∈X +
2 , we have

φ∨(C, γ, k)[a1b1, . . . , adbd] =
∑

(A,α,g)�(B,β,h)=(C,γ,k)

φ∨(A, α, g)[a1, . . . , ad]φ
∨(B, β, h)[b1, . . . , bd] .

Proposition 4.23. Let (Xi)i∈I be a family of subsets of A , and Ai the subalgebra generated by Xi.
Let (g0, n0) ∈ Typ. The (g0, n0)-freeness of (Xi)i∈I is equivalent to the (g0, n0)-freeness of (Ai)i∈I .

Proof of Lemma 4.22. This is the higher genus generalisation of Theorem [CMSS07, Theorem 7.9].
Here we only explain (i) ⇒ (iii). The converse direction is then proved as in [CMSS07]. The im-
plication (iii) ⇒ (iv) comes by extended convolution with the Möbius function and (iv) ⇒ (iii) by
extended convolution with the zeta function. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) comes from a
direct adaptation of [CMSS07, Proposition 7.8].

Let (C, γ, k) ∈ PS(d) of type (g, n). We take a second copy [d̄] of the set [d] and interleave their
elements

[d, d̄] := {1, 1̄, 2, 2̄, 3, 3̄, . . . , d, d̄} ∼= [2d] .

We call ψ : [d] → [d̄] the canonical identi�cation. For a set C = {i1, . . . , i`} ⊂ [d], we denote by
C̄ = {ī1, . . . , ī`} ⊂ [d̄]. We de�ne the surfaced permutation (Ĉ, γ̂, k̂) ∈ PS(2d) such that the blocks
of Ĉ are of the form Ĉ := C ∪ C̄ where C ∈ Ĉ, the permutation γ̂ is characterised by γ̂|[d] = ψ ◦ γ
and γ̂|[d̄] = γ ◦ ψ−1 and the genus function is k̂(C ∪ C̄) = k(C). We have

φ(C, γ, k)[a1b1, . . . , adbd] = φ(Ĉ, γ̂, k̂)[a1, b1, . . . , ad, bd]

=
∑

(0α,α,0)�(B,β,h)=(Ĉ,γ̂,k̂)

φ∨(B, β, h)[a1, b1, . . . , ad, bd] .

Assume that (X1,X2) is (g0, n0)-free. The vanishing of the mixed surfaced free cumulants up
to order (g0, n0) means that the only terms remaining in the right-hand side of (iii) come surfaced
permutations (B, β, h) where blocks B ∈ B are included either in [d] or in [d̄]. Since 0β ≤ B, the
permutation β leaves [d] and [d̄] stable and we introduce:

β1 = β|[d] , β2 = ψ−1 ◦ β|[d̄] ◦ ψ , both in S(d) .
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By multiplicativity of φ∨, we obtain:
φ(C, γ, k)[a1b1, . . . , adbd]

= φ(Ĉ, γ̂, k̂)[a1, b1, . . . , ad, bd]

=
∑

(0α,α,0)�(B,β,h)=(Ĉ,γ̂,k̂)

φ∨(B1, β1, h1)[a1, . . . , ad]φ
∨(B2, β2, h2)[b1, . . . , bd] .

(52)

The condition α ◦ β = γ̂ implies that α sends [d] to [d] and vice versa. Introducing

α1 = ψ−1 ◦ α|[d] , α2 = α|[d̄] ◦ ψ , both in S(d) .

we get αi ◦ βi = γ for i = 1, 2. Introducing α̃ = α2 ◦ β−1
1 , we therefore have α̃ ◦ β1 ◦ β2 = γ. We

also observe that for any C ∈ C

(53) |α̃|C | = |γ ◦ β−1
2 ◦ β−1

1 |C | = |γ ◦ β|C | = |α| .

We denote (B1, β1, h1), (B2, β2, h2) ∈ PS(d) which are obtained by restricting (B, β, h) to [d] and
[d̄], using again the canonical identi�cation [d] ∼= [d̄]. We claim that

(54) (A,0α, 0)� (B, β, h) = (Ĉ, γ, k̂)

implies

(55) (0α̃, α̃, 0)� (B1, β1, h1)� (B2, β2, h2) = (C, γ, k) .

This amounts to check that 0α̃ ∨B1 ∨B2 = C and match the genus functions. The former is already
in [CMSS07] and we focus on the latter which is new to our setting. By Remark 4.6, we have to
check block-additivity of colengths. Given a block C ∈ C, we have using (53)

|(0α̃|C , α̃|C)|+ |(B1|C , β1|C , h1|C)|+ |(B2|C , β2|C , h2|C)|
= |α̃|C |+ |(B|C , β|C , h|C)|+ |(B|C̄ , β|C̄ , h|C̄)|
= |α|Ĉ |+ |(B|Ĉ , β|Ĉ , h|Ĉ)|

= 2k̂(Ĉ) = 2k(C) ,

where we used (6) in the second line, (53) in the third line, and the de�nition (41) of the genus
function of the genus function for� in the last line. This justi�es the claim, and a closer look at this
argument shows that (54) and (55) are in fact equivalent.

Observing that the �rst factor in (55) is exactly the kind of surfaced permutations in the support
of the zeta function, this allows us transforming (52) into

φ(C, γ, k)[a1b1, . . . , adbd]

=
∑

(Ã,α̃,g̃)�(B1,β1,h1)�(B2,β2,h2)=(C,γ,k)

ζ(Ã, α̃, g̃)φ∨(B1, β1, h1)[a1, . . . , ad]φ
∨(B2, β2, h2)[b1, . . . , bd]

=
∑

(B̃1,β̃1,h̃1)�(B2,β2,h2)=(C,γ,k)

φ(B̃1, β̃1, h̃1)[a1, . . . , ad]φ
∨(B2, β2, h2)[b1, . . . , bd] ,

where we have recognised convolution by the zeta function to get the second line. �

Proof of Corollary 4.23. By multilinearity, the linear spans of two free sets is free. The only thing
that deserves a check is that freeness of X1 and X2 implies freeness of X1 and X1X2. Given
Proposition 4.22, the proof is identical to [CMSS07, Theorem 7.12]. �

4.6 Application in random matrix theory
The formalism of surfaced free cumulants and freeness up to order (g0, n0) can be directly applied

in random matrix theory, generalising the known cases of order (0, 1) [Voi91], (0,2) [MŚS07].
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De�nition 4.24. If Ω is a matrix of size N and λ ` d of length n, with d ≤ N , we denote

(56) pλ(Ω) =
n∏
i=1

Tr(Ωλi) , Pλ(Ω) =
d∏
c=1

Ωc,πλ(c) .

We recall the following result, which comes from Weingarten calculus.

Theorem 4.25. ([CMSS07, Theorem 4.4], [BGF20, Theorem 8.8]) Let Ω be a random hermitian matrix
of size N , whose law is invariant under unitary conjugation. Then for any λ ` d:

E[pλ(Ω)] = z(λ)
∑
ν`d

NdH<(λ, ν)
∣∣
~=1/N

E[Pν(Ω)] ,

E[Pλ(Ω)] = z(λ)
∑
ν`d

N−dH≤(λ, ν)
∣∣
~=1/N

E[pλ(Ω)] .

De�nition 4.26. Let (AN)N be a sequence of random hermitian matrices of size N . We say that it
admits a limit distribution up to order (g0, n0) if there exists Fg;k1,...,kn indexed by (g, n) � (g0, n0)
and k1, . . . , kn > 0, independent of N , such that for any n ∈ [bg0c+n0] and any k1, . . . , kn > 0, we
have when N →∞

E◦
[
Tr(Ak1N ), . . . ,Tr(AknN )

]
=

∑
g∈ 1

2
Z≥0

g≤g0+min(0,n0−n)

N2−2g−n Fg;k1,...,kn + o(N2−2g0−n0+|n0−n|) ,

whereE◦ denote the cumulant expectation value (with the meaning already explained in Section 3.1).
In this expression, the order of the o(· · · ) is adjusted to be the next subleading term compared to
the sum. When g0 = ∞, we ask for the existence of such an asymptotic expansion to an arbitrary
order o(N−K) for all n ≤ n0.

Remark 4.27. Several important classes of ensembles of random hermitian matrices do exhibit limit
distributions to all orders [APS01; BG13; BGK15], and it is typical that only integer g appear.

From Theorem 4.25 it can be observed that (ΩN)N has a limit distribution up to order (g0, n0),
then for any partition λ ` d of length n ≤ bg0c+ n0 we have when N →∞:

(57) E[Pλ(AN)] =
∑

g∈ 1
2
Z≥0

g≤g0+min(0,n0−n)

N2−2g−n−d κg;λ1,...,λn + o(N2−2g0−n0+|n0−n|−d) .

We obtain the structure of a SPS on the algebra A = C[a] by taking as moments:

∀(g, n) � (g0, n0) , ϕg,n(ak1 , . . . , akn) = Fg;k1,...,kn .

Combining Theorem 4.25 and the expansion (57) with Theorem 2.13 indicates that κg;k1,...,kn are the
free cumulants at order (g, n) � (g0, n0).

Theorem 4.28. Let (AN)N and (BN)N be two sequences of ensembles of random matrices of size N ,
at least one of them being unitarily invariant, and such that for each N , AN is independent from BN .
Assume that both ensembles have a limit distribution up to order (g0, n0) (possibly∞), and consider
the algebra A = C〈a, b〉 of non-commutative polynomials in two letters. Then, for any Q ∈ A ,
Q(AN , BN) admits a limit distribution up to order (g0, n0), so A can be upgraded to a SPS. Besides,
the subalgebras C[a] and C[b] are (g0, n0)-free.

Proof. Let (AN)N and (BN)N as in the theorem. For any k, k′ > 0, (AkN)N and (Bk′
N ) clearly have

a limit distribution up to order (g0, n0). Examining the �nite N formula in [CMSS07, Theorem 4.4,
(2)], the products (AkNB

k′
N )N also have a limit distribution up to order (g0, n0). Take σ ∈ S(d),

N ≥ d and a map Ω: [d]→ {AN , BN}. Due to independence ofAN andBN , and unitary invariance
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of the law of one of the matrices (say AN ), we have

E

[
d∏
c=1

(Ω(c))c,σ(c)

]
= E

[ ∏
c∈Ω−1(AN )

(AN)c,σ(c)

]
E

[ ∏
c∈Ω−1(BN )

(BN)c,σ(c)

]

=

∫
U(N)

dU E

[ ∏
c∈Ω−1(AN )

(UANU
−1)c,σ(c)

]
E

[ ∏
c∈Ω−1(BN )

(BN)c,σ(c)

]

=
∑

ic,jc∈[N ]
c∈Ω−1(AN )

(∫
U(N)

dU
∏

c∈Ω−1(AN )

Uc,icU
−1
jc,σ(c)

)
E

[ ∏
c∈Ω−1(A)

(AN)ic,jc

]
E

[ ∏
c∈Ω−1(B)

(BN)ic,jc

]
.

(58)

By Weingarten calculus [Col03] the integral over U(N) vanishes unless there exists two permu-
tations α, β ∈ S(Ω−1(AN)) such that c = jβ(c) and ic = σ(α(c)) for all c ∈ Ω−1(AN). This
cannot happen when Ω takes at least once the values AN and BN , as we can �nd c0 ∈ [d] such that
Ω(c0) = AN , and Ω(σ(c0)) = BN or Ω(σ−1(c0)) = BN . Since the surfaced free cumulants evaluated
on (Ω(c))c∈[d] are extracted from the asymptotic expansion of (58) when N → ∞ (recall (57)), all
mixed surfaced free cumulants between C[a] and C[b] vanish up to order (g0, n0) (which from the
assumption is the order up to which the asymptotic expansion exist), i.e. these two algebras are
(g0, n0)-free in the surfaced probability space C〈a, b〉. �

Remark 4.29. The combinatorics underlying in�nitesimal free cumulants is the truncation keeping
the leading (genus 0) and the �rst subleading (genus 1

2
) of the master relation involving monotone

Hurwitz numbers, whose apparition can be traced back to Weingarten calculus for the unitary group.
Typically, for topological expansions in unitarily invariant random hermitian matrices the genus 1

2

order (corresponding to a term of order N−1 compared to the leading term) vanish. An example of
situation where it does not vanish is the 1-hermitian matrix model with anN -dependent potential of
the form V0 +N−1V1. Although the non-vanishing of the genus 1

2
order is typical in the topological

expansion for orthogonally invariant random symmetric matrices, the observation of Mingo [Min19]
that in�nitesimal freeness cannot describe the relations between moments and cumulants in such
models is not a surprise, as they should be rather governed by the Weingarten calculus for the
orthogonal group.

A Gaussian case
We consider the SPS on A = C[a] given by the topological expansion of a GUE matrix. In this case

ϕg,n(ak1 , . . . , akn) is the weighted count of the number of maps of genus g, with n rooted boundary
faces labeled from 1 to n and having respective degree k1, . . . , kn, and no internal face. Due to
[BGF20], κg;k1,...,kn(a, . . . , a) is the number of fully simple maps without internal face. The fully
simple condition forbids any self-glueing among boundary faces, except in the case (g, n) = (0, 1)
and k1 = 2. Thus, for any g ≥ 0 and n ≥ 1:

G∨g,n(w1, . . . , wn) = δg,0δn,1(1 + w2
1) ,

and Theorem 3.4 then gives a formula for the GUE moments. There are only contributions from the
graphs Γ ∈ Gn in which black vertices have valency 2 and cannot be connected to the same white
vertex. Erasing the black vertices, this amounts to consider the set Grn of graphs having n vertices
labeled from 1 to n without loops. We observe ς(~uw∂w)wk = ς(k~u)wk for k > 0. The weight of
an edge between i-th and j-th vertex becomes

c∨(ui, wi, uj, wj) = ln

(
(e~ui/2wi − e~uj/2wj)(e−~ui/2wi − e−~uj/2wj)
(e~ui/2wi − e−~uj/2wj)(e−~ui/2wi − e~uj/2wj)

)
,
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while the operator weight on an edge is

~O∨(w) =
∑
m≥0

(P∨(w)w∂w)mP∨(w) · [vm]
∑
r≥0

(
∂y +

v

y

)r
exp

(
v
ς(~v∂y)
ς(~∂y)

ln y − v ln y

)∣∣∣
y=1+w2

· [ur]
exp

(
(ς(2~u)− 1)w2

)
~uς(~u)

.

The formula is then

Gg,n(X1, . . . , Xn) = [~2g−2+n]
∑

Γ∈Grn

1

#Aut(Γ)

n∏
i=1

~O∨(wi)
∏

{i,j}=edge

c∨(ui, wi, uj, wj) ,

with the substitutions:

Xi =
wi

1 + w2
i

, P∨(wi) =
1 + w2

i

2w2
i

=
Xi

2wi
.

For n = 1, as loops are forbidden, the vertex with no edge is the only graph:
Gg,1(X1) = [~2g−1] ~O∨(w1) .

The resulting formula is essentially the Harer–Zagier formula, as shown in [Lew19] where the proof
is a special case of the general method we have used in Section 3.
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